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Volume: 53
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Articles:
U Sets $41,500 War Bond Quota- The period of January 25th - February 4th students
and faculty member will raise $41,500 for the Fourth War Loan Bond Drive .$10k of the
fund's students are responsible for while the faculty takes on the remaining $31,500.
The sales will be assisted by listed Greek organizations.
Apmin Exhibits Entries in Fine Arts Competition- Student artwork pieces that were
entered in the Apmin fine arts contest are exhibited in Utonian office in the Union
Building. Descriptions of Artwork and their corresponding Artists are given.
Chapter Names Ann Smith ‘Sweetheart of Sigma Chi’- Freshman Ann Smith is
selected as Sigma Chi’s Sweetheart from a pool of 11 [female] candidates (all fellow
contenders are presented at bottom of the article). She will be honored at various Sigma
Chi events in which each are described and listed.
Prior to the derby, sorority pledges from listed Sororities are invited to participate in
various events hosted by Fraternities. Times and locations of all events are given.
Cast Rehearse for Annual Varsity Play- The Varsity play “Meet Mr. Wolf” will have
performances at Kingsbury Hall January 27-29. The show is a revue of various skits/
songs revolving around college life. The show is composed by Raymond Levy and
Margaret Mace will be the pianist. List of Cast is provided.
Ballet Theater Appears at U- The ballet theatre is to present its fourth seasonal
attraction at Kingsbury Hall at specified times and dates. The performance will include 3
titled fantasies featuring dancers who had just returned from a season in New York.
Tickets are no longer available.
Class to Discuss Creer’s Lecture- Public is invited to evaluations of Dr. Leland H
Creer’s lecture [“Nationalism and World Pace”], which will be sponsored by the
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philosophy club. Times, dates and locations are listed. The discussion will include a
panel of 5 listed patrons.
Engies Paint Town Red- but Legally- Engineers painted swastikas throughout the
business district. An event utilized by the bond drive committee, in which members
would have barrels of paint along the area and encouraged citizens to “stamp out” the
symbols with bonds.
Utonian Fees- The Utonian editor, Mary Jane Rich states that Students must check at
Ecker Studio to see if all picture fees are paid off [address is given]. If not their picture
will not be printed.
Professor Discusses Post-War Peace at Annual Lecture- Dr. Leland H Creer (head
of the university history and political science department) spoke on the subject of
“Nationalism and World Peace” when giving the annual Reynolds memorial address.
The attendance was one of the largest ever assembled to head the address. Subjects
described [included in the address], mainly in direct quotes from Creer are Shibboleth,
Bismarck’s Philosophy, Economic Security and Individual vs State.
Sororities, Frats Dish out Rush Gush to Force Foolish Frosh to PledgeStereotypes and reputations of each greek sorority and fraternity are explained through
fictitious, comedic quotes that a member of the corresponding house might say to a
rushee to persuade them to pledge their organization.
Beehive Applications- Applications for Beehive, senior honorary activity organization
(composed of 5-7 seniors) will be accepted at/by given names and locations.
Requirements and expectations for applications are listed as well as factors into the
decision making process.
Police Continue Search for Missing U Coed- Reward for any information regarding
the disappearance of Senior Betty Jo Petty,22, is set to $500. Details regarding times
and locations in which Petty was last seen are given. Mother suspects that stress over
studies and the recent death of her father might correspond with her disappearance.
Petty is a speech major, assistant director for “Romeo and Juliet” production and
telephone operator/actress for KDYL radio.
Music Hour- Selections for weekly music hour are announced and will be presented in
the Union building at 3 pm.
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Noted Author to Lecture at University- John Roy Carlson, author of “Under Cover”
will be guest of Master Minds and Artist Program at given dates and times. Carlson’s
past and notable actions taken in relation to his writing and serving his country are
noted. Details regarding how and where students can obtain tickets are given.
Engies Schedule 'Oyster Stew'- Freshman Engineers are seen growing an extensive
amount of facial in their attempts to overshadow upperclassmen in the annual “oyster
stew beard growing contest”.
Foreign Student Tells of Turkish Music- Turkish student, Kirae Eray will educate
students about Turkish music in a lecture at the listed time and location.

List of Advertisements:
none
List of Cartoons and Art:
Composite of the “Sweetheart of Sigma Chi” Ann Smith
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Articles:
This Rushing Situation- Sorority rush rules are debated if they are “carried too
far”.Some Rules listed include freshman having no association with upperclassman, no
association with members of high schoolers who may potentially attend the university
etc. The writer lists multiple reasons why these rules are unfair or how individual
circumstances can break or affect them, and suggests that rules only are confined to
the winter quarter.
Campus in the Crisis- President LeRoy E. Cowles and board of regents postwar
building committee discuss ideas of future buildings in the postwar period. Other
problems brought up is an absence of a Men’s Dormitory, construction of a large
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classroom building, completion of the engineering hall and if/when there will be
enlargement of The Stewart training school so it can take on high school classes.
Coed Creates Ideal Comic Strip Hero- Student expresses love for comic strips and
describes particular strips and notorious events within those stories. The student also
shows interest in creating their own comic and describes a visual description and
character of their protagonist.
A.S. T. Talk from the 'Big Bedroom'- Comedic descriptions of events taking place on
campus and around the salt lake valley.
University Men at War- Various students who are serving are recognized. Their name,
current status are listed as well as club involvement and any notable awards or honors
received.
What Youth Thinks- Criticism regarding political ignorance amongst the youth is
discussed. The lack of education on why the nation is at war and why “people are dying”
is mentioned and suggests that children need to understand the stakes and status of
the nation in order to make appropriate voting decisions.
If You Ask Me- Two opinions sent the editors are listed pertaining to certain issues.
First, one in regards to “Utah Women Are Not Old Fashioned” and the second being
“Coed cites Holmes as Schizophrenic type”
List of Advertisements :
Utah Chronicle Editorial office staff positions and names are listed as well as publication
information which includes a founding year, office location, membership in Associated
Collegiate Press, etc.
List of Cartoons and Art:
Dear Mr. Anthony by Julie Cuthberg- Depiction of Sorority Rushee attempting to make a
decision on which organization to rush.
Picture of Writer Robert Cutler of ‘Campus in Crisis’
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Articles:
WACs Offer Positions for College Women- The Women's army corps are opening
more positions for college graduates. 1/4 of WACs have attended college, making it
more notable and a desirable attribute for future members.
Freshman Coeds Debate Pledging Choice as Deadline Approaches- 6 Rushees
describe their experiences and the rush events the attended. Individual events and its
components from each sorority are described from rushees. The 6 girls names, all
organizations and the events/dates which the girls attended are listed.
Orchesis to Initiate Junior Members- Junior Orchesis members tried out to become
members of the senior Orchesis (honorary dance group). Names of the admitted tryouts are listed as well as the time/place of their initiation.
Spurs Celebrate the Navy Way- Crew Spurs and their guest passengers will gather at
the B.B.C dock at the listed time, attend a toast and dinner, and plot a course by the
“North Star”. Sources to follow the story are given.
Chi Delta Phi- The Honorary literary sorority lists its 3 new named initiates, and honors
Dorothy snow with a gift in appreciation for her services and sponsorship.
College Men Criticize Coeds but Ignore Own Faults- Social inequality discussion
regarding males being too controlling of their girlfriends, but possibly becoming
hypocritical. The article touches on behaviors women partake in that men don't approve
of but might do themselves. (e.g. Discussing past dates)
List of Advertisements:
Home Economics open house for their mothers is advertised
Channing Club advertises First Lieutenant Louis Motchan U.S. Army Medical corps
speaking.
List of Cartoons and Art:
Composites for all sorority rush chairmen (names and associated organizations listed
below)
picture of 6 freshmen, sorority rushees filling out preference sheet (names listed left to
right)
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Sharp Redskins Wait Ecker Tilt- Former U stars making up the Ecker studio quint will
take on undefeated Redskin cagers. Players for Ecker squad are listed. Game schedule
and teams future tour is mentioned as well as Tilts against other squads. Cancellations
and summary of the current season is also listed.
Rebels Tighten Top Sopt Hold with 28-19 Win- Company game scores of the week
are recorded and summarized. Scores (wins and losses) from Rebels, Unknowns,
Tigers, Panthers, Huskies, Crimson, Irish, snafus, cardinals and Beavers are listed.
Knights Pledge Eight Men- Intercollegiate Knights Mens Service Organization Initiates
8 new members. Patrons names are provided.
Students Urged to Conserve Hot Water- Water heaters have been provided at listed
facilities due to demands upon plant facilities. Facilities are still however inadequate
because of the increased number of students on campus and AST program. Students
advised conserving water so there is enough to get by.
Bridge Tournament- Women's Bridge club will not hold a meeting due to rush week. In
future article will mention resuming dates and those of Bridge tournament.
Censorship Hits Engie Paper- Medics requested certain censorship regarding some
unnamed issues have been implemented by the dean. The engineers' paper had
already printed thousands of copies when they were made aware of the action being
taken. Engineers are skeptical regarding the medics reasoning behind the censorship.
I-M Hoopsters Wind-up Second Round- Due to the high amount of teams
participating in the tournament, there is no way to complete a round each week. The
remaining week's schedule is listed with an assurance that the schedule will be revised
and updated as quickly as possible to assure everyone stays up to date and that the
round process can speed up.
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ASTP Skiers Receive Needed Equipment- ASTP skiers received 100 pairs of skis and
50 pairs of boots. However, it is still not enough and they are in need of more.
Hansen Captures Swimming Meet- Donna Hansen of Kappa Kappa Gamma wins first
place in Aquamaids annual swimming party. Other placing participants are recognized
as well as descriptions of their lives that resulted in their high scores.

List of Advertisements:
Raining University of Utah hoop schedule is listed
UTE Hamburger on 208 University Street advertisement
Coca-cola advertisement containing artwork of 5 people enjoying a coke on the docks in
Iceland
University Book Store advertises Pocketbook Editions of numerous books for 25c
Lesson Pearsall Co. Jewelers address
“Century Printing Company” Commercial and Publication Printers address and number
listed
Les Brown and His Orchestra Opening Jan. 27th,-now playing Bob Chester and His
Orchestra
Jerry Jones Rainbow Randevu advertisement
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of former Ute Basketball player Veldon Larson during gameplay

Issue Date: January 27th, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 18
Page: 1
Articles:
Varsity Play, 'Meet Mr. Wolf,' Opens Tonight- Varsity Play “Meet Mr. Wolf” Is written
primarily by students (writers names listed). The show depicts the life on campus from
student and faculty perspectives. Cast and crew names are listed.
'Raymond' to Entertain at 'Inner Sanctum' Ball- Inner Sanctum Ball to be hosted at
the union ballroom having Norma Stratton as the girl students voted they’d “most liked
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to haunted by”. Various activities and components of the event are listed. Other
candidates for favorite “ghost” are named as well as the committees and people who
are hosting the event.
House Debates Disbanding AST Program- House military committee may
recommend the abolition of components of the AST program. The debate revolves
around the continuation of specific programs which would save pre-war fathers from
military induction, but have a direct bearing on 140,000 young soldiers studying a vast
array of subjects.
Applications- Publications council is examining workers on the Chronicle, Utonian,
Unique and Pen to determine the next school years editors and managers. Any student
instead in filling the positions must qualify themselves by contacting the current editors.
Air Crash Kills Former Ute; Another is Missing- Report of the death of Second
Lieutenant Wendell Watts. Details on death, involvement on campus and funeral
services are given. Ensign Charles Worley is reported missing. Worley’s campus
involvement, military status, and short personal bio are given.
Ballet Theater Wins Praise of Audience- Positive review and description of the Ballet
Theatre's performance is written. Choreographers, musicians dancers, and ballets
performed are named.
Economics Speaker- Dr. Vernon Jensen executive officer of national war labor spoke
to economics class.
Beehive Applications-Applications for Beehive, senior honorary activity organization
(composed of 5-7 seniors) will be accepted at/by given names and locations.
Requirements and expectations for applications are listed as well as factors into the
decision making process.
Ticket Sales Commerce for Junior Promenade-Tickets for Junior Prom will go on
sale at listed dates, times and locations. Roy Palmer has been hired for the ball. Ticket
prices, Attire requirements, and committees involved are listed.
Juniors May Apply for Skull and Bones- The Skull & Bones honorary society are
accepting applications. Must be turned into said member at listed dates and locations.
Requirements for applications and consideration are given.
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Kiplinger News Letter Available at Library- The University Library is the only place in
Utah where the public can access the “Kiplinger News Letter”. The weekly paper gives
forecasts which are found to be 78% correct.
Pen Deadline- Writing pieces which will be published in the Winter quarter issue of the
Pen, must be submitted at given date. Pen is the campus literary magazine.
Engineer Wins ASME Award- Tom Lucas, a senior mechanical engineering student
was presented with the American Society of Mechanical Engineering award.
Recognition of Lucas’ academic success is reported.
Music Hour Presents Opera Selections- Selections for weekly music hour are
announced and will be presented in the Union building at 3 pm.
List of Advertisements:
none
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of 4 Students taking apart in Varsity play “Meet Mr. Wolf”
Picture of Norma Stratton
Pictures of Ensign Charles Worley and Lieutenant Wendell Watts
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Articles:
Coed Relates Trials of Junior Prom- Student reveals the truth behind the tribulations
that come before and after the Junior Prom. It’s compared as Pi Kappa Alpha’s second
formal as the committee is [supposed] to consist of only those connected directly to the
fraternity, but the rule has been broken upon more than one occasion. Other problems
regarding bands, assignments and other issues are listed.
A Question of Loyalty- Student activity fund could possibly be raised due to abuse of
the program. While students may have good intentions, the actions of granting their
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access to events and activities to non-students are becoming a problem in different
accounted financial ways.
What's the Difference?- Students fail to see a difference between national and local
set war bonds. Students discuss how if they meet their local quota they will have
contributed just as much in proportion as the nation will as a whole when it meets its
$14 B quotas.
Campus in the Crisis- The university plans to build a new university student health
building to meet the needs of ASTP men and prepare for postwar needs. Cost of the
building will be $ 75,000, the description of the building and ways the university plans to
obtain the funds are given.
A. S. T. Talk from the 'Big Bedroom'- Includes comedic articles regarding the
selection of representatives of the student council and their respective slogans. Others
include talk of the mysterious disseverance of a popular campus character, and Jazz
music leading to War degeneracy.
Personality of the Week- Howard Erickson, Chairman of Junior prom is Personality of
the week. He discusses his plans, expectations and current status regarding the event.
If You Want My Opinion- Letters to editors regarding Frank Walker appointing himself
the supreme and omnipotent protector of American womanhood, and one from a postal
employee correcting previous accusations are published. The rules to those wishing to
contribute to this piece are given as well.
U Men at War-Various students who are serving are recognized. Their name, current
status are listed as well as club involvement and any notable awards or honors
received.

List of Advertisements:
Utah Chronicle Editorial office staff positions and names are listed as well as publication
information which includes a founding year, office location, membership in Associated
Collegiate Press, etc.
List of Cartoons and Art:
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The Great Divide by Juli Cuthbert- Displays two images one of a sorority girl before
pledging[positive], and one after[negative].
Picture of Writer Robert Cutler of ‘Campus in Crisis’
Composite of Personality of the Week, Howard Erickson

Issue Date: January 27th, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 18
Page: 3
Articles:
Elections, Parties Take Spotlight with Greeks- Past and future Events hosted by
named greek organizations are described. Corresponding times and dates are listed.
Status of sororities pledging process is updated.
Apmin Society Names Student Winners in Campus Art, Music, Literary ContestApmin Fine Arts Contest winners are announced and named along with descriptions
and titles of their pieces and award they were granted. Apmin announces that this
contest will be made an annual event.
Greek Groups Reel in Lines, Having Hooked New Suckers- The rush season has
ended and resulted in about 200 people pledging the listed organizations. Each house
and the names of their new pledges are listed.
Speech Arts Slates Annual Costume Ball- Students drew lots to see who their date
would be to the annual Speech arts costume ball. Students (with exception of A.S.T.P.
men) will dress in the costume of their favorite character, making their real personalities.
OCD Needs You- Office of Civilian defense is offering jobs to males and females with
no prior experience. Office location and hours are listed. Requirements to be a
volunteer are also listed!
Les Brown Opens at Randevu- Orchestra leader Les Brown to open at Jerry Jones
Rainbow Randeavu and play shows for two weeks. A short biography of Browns early
years and early career is written. Times and dates of performances listed.
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Cwean Meeting- Installation of new officers for Cwean will occur at the next meeting at
times and locations given. Names of the soon to be initiated are listed.
Dames Club- Times and locations of Dames Club meeting are listed.
Alpha Kappa Psi- David H Thomas president of Utah Manufacturers Association will
speak at next Alpha Kappa Psi meeting. Times and locations are given. Faculty
members also invited to attend.
Lamba Delta Sigma Plans Winter Formal- Times and locations for Lamda Delta
Sigma Winter formal are listed. Committee and Chairman are named. The theme is
“Dreamers Delight!”
Local News- Beta pledge Officers named.
List of Advertisements:
Advertisement for Inner Sanctum ball in form of Obituary post giving time, location and
cost per couple.
Advertisement for Les Brown (pictured in ad) opening at Jerry Jones’ Rainbow Randevu
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of Winners of Apmin Fine Arts Contest

Issue Date: January 27th, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 18
Page: 4
Articles:
Redskin Hoopsters Leave for Eastern Invasion Today- Utes leave for their Eastern
tour which they’ll meet two top service teams and the Colorado College quintet. Benefit
match is arranged for after their return. Corresponding times and dates announced.
Navy Names Ship for Pete Newman- Great Ute Tackle Pete Newman who gave his
life in the war will have a navy ship named after him. A short biography of early life and
involvement on campus is given about Newman.
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Rebels Topple Tigers, 24-20, in AST Loop- Intrabatallion basketball league games
summarized and scores recorded. Wins and losses of Rebels, Unknowns, Panthers,
Tigers, Crimson, Huskies, Irish, Snafus, Cardinals and Eager Beavers are listed.
Women Open Indie Tourney- Women's independent basketball tournament is in full
swing, with future sports tournaments in the discussion (ping pong, swimming etc.).
Greek organization teams and their scheduled games are listed.
Who's Kidding Whom? Poor, Teamless Aggies Snarl at Utes in Renewal of Old
Feud- Utah State University calls out the University of Utah for not participating in polio
drive benefit match. Aggie's challenge Utes to fight for the championship of Utah, but
the University of Utah is an official team at USAC and refuses to play any teams outside
the conference.
Utage Ridicule 'Ute Complex'- Letter from Utah State ridiculing the University and the
Utah Chronicle is published. Text accuses those of the Utah Chronicle of being Juvenile
within their writings and reports and makes false accusations about the university.
ASTP Challenges Logan Collegians- ASTP team challenges Logan Collegians to a
preliminary game to the Ute-Kearns polio benefit.
List of Advertisements:
Deseret Book company encourages people to send “Ute Warriors” books, stationery or
greeting cards. Address included.
Lesson Pearsall Co. Jewelers advertisement address included
American Express Travelers Cheques Advertised with the corresponding image of an
example of one of their cheques.
University Book Store Advertisement
Utonian advertises the opportunity to have a picture in the 1945 edition.
Intramural Basketball Schedule posted
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of Pete Newman

Issue Date: February 3rd, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 19
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Page: 1
Articles:
Prom Ticket Sales Skyrocket as Date for Dance Nears-Tickets for the junior prom
are selling rapidly. Only 550 tickets were made available. Howard Ericksen of Pi Kappa
Alpha and Chairman (director of arrangements) discusses the process and further
arrangements needed before the ball. Roy Palmer is set to perform an event.
U.S. Extends Deferment of Students- The new activity and occupational bulletin
provides continuation of existing deferments for seniors who will graduate before July
1st of 1944. This who will graduate after, the fields will be limited to engineering,
chemistry, and geology, and in order to get a deferment, the student must be able to
graduate within 24 calendar months.
U Contributes to Bond Drive- Fourth war loan campaign will end on the listed date.
The bonds brought will count towards the quota for the state of Utah. The organizations
and representatives assisting the sales of bonds and stamps are named and listed.
Students See War Pictures- “The War Department Reports” will be shown to students
at listed time and location. The film includes pictures confiscated from Germans and
Italians. Instructors who have classes at the time of showing can make arrangements to
dismiss class.
U to Honor Founders at Annual Celebration- Students will celebrate founders day on
the specified date under the direction of Verna Greaves. Events of celebration have not
been announced yet, however annual contest of “Belle of 1850” and the “Typical
College Coed” will still take place. Short history regarding founders day is described.
Freshmen to Take Test in Orientation-Students will be given an occupational interest
test during freshman orientation.
Freshman Papper- Freshmen interested in working on the freshman edition of the
chronicle must attend a meeting at specified time and place.
Varsity Show Proves Entertaining to Cast- Negative review regarding the varsity play
“Meet Mr. Wolf”. While it did reach an all-time high in University ticket sales, the
performance seems to lack in entertainment according to the reviewer.
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Beehive Applications-Applications for Beehive, senior honorary activity organization
(composed of 5-7 seniors) will be accepted at/by given names and locations.
Requirements and expectations for applications are listed as well as factors into the
decision making process.
Glee Club Sings Sunday at First 'at Home' Concert-Annual Glee Club program will
take place at listed time and location. The performance is free of charge. The guest's
soloists are named and the program is listed.
Frosh Invade Office to Edit Special Chrony- Details regarding the freshman edition of
the chronicle is given. Articles to be featured are discussed as well as editors assisting
in this special issue.
Naval Reserve Needs U Men- U.S. Naval Reserve has commissions available to
qualified men who will graduate later this year. The naval film “December 7” depicting
the events that took place on pearl harbor will be shown at given times and locations,
women are also encouraged to attend the viewing.
Post-War Forum to be Discussed-Post war reorganization will be discussed by
Soldiers and students at a forum during listed times and locations. Some subjects to be
selected may include The National service act, Demobilization policies, Post War peace
Policies etc.
Trip to Mexico City is Prize for Manuscript- Students can submit o national
discussion contest on inter American affairs. Submission information is provided. The
topic is “basis for Permanent Cooperation in the Western Hemisphere”. National
Winners will receive an all-expense-paid tour of Mexico City.
List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of 3 students constructing a structure for prom sales
Picture of Verna Greaves
Picture of Glee Club Director Prof. William Peterson
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Articles:
Society Column Gush and Goo Disgust Fem- comedic column discussing “seen
around town” writings regarding students usually affiliated with student organizations.
Final paragraph insults/ call out Johnson, Burrows, and Wright, 3 local editors.
Years Ahead of Time- The university is receiving praise to already implementing
facilities and programs needed for a contract to aid in the rehabilitation of disabled
veterans, prior to being awarded the contract. The university had established most of
these requirements long before the war began which is giving the University a limelight
and source of reference for other universities to aspire to be like.
Fortunes of War- The reality of the outcomes and futures of individuals is explained.
They refer to the fact the boys who left will not be the same who will come back if they
do at all. It will be a huge mental change due to these men having to kill and witnessing
death front-end.
Utah Organizations Observe National Youth Week- Youth Week in Salt Lake City will
see observances by numerous progressive groups. Public feels its more important than
ever in a time of national emergency to educate the youth on the current issues and
educating them properly to ensure a bright future for themselves. Events that students
will partake in during the week are listed with times and locations.
If You Want My Opinion- Letters to the editor regarding the appearance of officers
insignia and other articles of uniform worn by civilians and the issue regarding libraries
lack the ability to keep up with students returns and sending spam mail. The rules to
those wishing to contribute to this piece are given as well.
University Men at War-Various students who are serving are recognized. Their name,
current status are listed as well as club involvement and any notable awards or honors
received.
Personality of the Week- President of Pi Kappa Alpha, Gene Overfelt is the
Personality of the week. The article mainly touches on his involvement in the turkey
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raising business. His other involvement and notable accomplishments on campus are
recorded.
A.S. T. Talk from the 'Big Bedroom'- comedic writings in regards to various events on
campus are made. This includes the poor performance in the varsity play and the
Speech arts ball costume contest.

List of Advertisements:
Utah Chronicle Editorial office staff positions and names are listed as well as
publication information which includes the founding year, office location, membership in
Associated Collegiate Press, etc.
List of Cartoons and Art:
Cartoon of 3 Japanese men celebrating the fact Americans are spending all the money
on bonds using stereotypical Japanese slang and perceptual images. By Ted Anderson
Composite of Gene Overfelt

Issue Date: February 3rd, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 19
Page: 3
Articles:
Four Years of College Life or Farewell to Innocence- comedic article regarding the
changing opinions and standards girls will have thought their college years. Each
scenario is represented in how the girl would react within each academic year
compared to the year before.
Phi Delta Thetas Name Joy Storey as 'Plaine Jane'-Their Ideal Girl- Joy Storey is
named phi delta theaters ‘Plain Jane’ which stands as the fraternities version of
“sweetheart” or “queen”. A short summary of Storey’s academic accomplishments and
campus involvement is given.
Panhellenic Council Honors New Pledges at Tea- New sorority pledges were
recognized at a tea hosted by City Panhellenic council. The tea was implemented to
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promote friendships amounts all sororities. Different activities and features of the event
are praised by variously named pledges.
Play Tryouts- Tryouts for four-act play “Tom Sawyer” will be held at given locations and
times. Gail Plummer, theatre manager lists when and where the play will be presented.
Opera Tryouts- Tryouts for “La Boheme” will be held at given times and locations,
announced by professor Giles who is head of the music department.
Greek Week On the Campus- Announcements for events for the greek community and
individual organizations are announced with times and locations of events.
Announcements regarding newly initiates and pledge officers for each organization are
named.
Masqueraders Ready Costumes for Annual Speech Arts Ball- Upcoming Speech
arts ball is described and information regarding the events of the night are listed. Times
and locations are given as well as committee members.
Campus Capers- Positive reviews regarding the Inner Sanctum Ball are listed. Notable
events and sightings that took place during the night are listed, mainly ones including
pledges and officers within Greek organizations.
AWS Plans Frolic at Matinee Dance- Associated Women Students are hosting
February frolic. Times and locations are given as well as committee members names
listed. Dance is earlier in the day and is in celebration of Valentine's day.
Chi Delta Phi- Winners of the short story contest by Chi Delta Phi are announced. The
two stories will be published in the Winter quarter issue of the Pen. New Pledge names
are listed.
Lambda Delta Sigma- The Lambda Delta Sigma winter formal is underway with the
theme being “Dreamers Delight”. Details regarding dance and its committee members
are given.
List of Advertisements:
Les Brown and his Orchestra Now Playing at Jerry Jones Rainbow Randevu
List of Cartoons and Art:
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composite of Joy Storey

Issue Date: February 3rd, 1944
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Page: 4
Articles:
Injuns Battle Kearns in Benefit Hoop Contest Saturday- all proceeds to upcoming
benefit game will go towards polio funds. Game location and times are given as well as
details how students can be admitted to the game.
Utes Await Bid for NCAA Meet- Associated Press stories have predicted that the
University of Utah has qualified for the Western national invitation tournament, but no
formal invitation has been received yet. Summary of the current season is given as well
as the schedule for the remaining four games.
Medical Library to be Established- the Medical department is considering
constructing a medical library for upper division medical students. The library would be
located within the county hospital (location of hospital listed).
Delta Phi Tops Intramural Hoop League- Intramural acuities with Delta Phi in the lead
and Pi Kappa Alpha second. Schedule of the upcoming games are listed with times and
locations.
Rebels Take Two Games- First two victories of Rebels take place, scores and games
are recorded. Current standings of other teams, as well as wins and losses, are listed.
Sorority Hoop Tourney Enters Stretch- Results of sorority basketball tournament are
announced. Future tournaments are listed including swimming events, bridge club and
football are also mentioned.
Knights Pick White as New Duke- Orson white of Pi Kappa Alpha is elected as
honorable duke of the scalper chapter. White’s academic accomplishments and campus
involvement are listed.
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List of Advertisements:
AST hoop standings listed
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of a student in gameplay during a basketball match.
Picture of Orson White Chosen Duke of U of U Knight Chapter

Issue Date: February 10th, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 20
Page: 1
Articles:
Cadets Get Releases for Junior Prom- Army specialist training cadets, holding tickets
to the 1945 junior prom, will be allowed overnight passes on Friday night, September 18
to attend. They will be released until reveille calls. The prom will take place in the union
building. A few tickets are still available.
Engineers Await Annual Stew Tonight-The annual bearded engineers oyster less
oyster stew feast will be held this evening. A beard growing contest, among the
engineers, will be held after the meal. Determining beard factors will include the length,
width, and business of the chin growth. Queen Frances Ellen Anderson will make the
final decision regarding the winner.
Founders' Day Committee Maps '44 Fete- The Founder's Day Committee has been
selected to plan the February event. Seven students have been selected to serve on
the committee. An essay contest will be held. Rules for the contest were announced by
Eleanor Brinton. Deadline is February 21.
Marine Flier Meets Death- A former University of Utah student, Dick Anderson, lost his
life last week, somewhere in the South Pacific, when his plane was shot down. Dick a
sports enthusiast, was engaged to be married to sophomore Bonnie Matheson and was
a former editor of the yearbook.
Channing Club Slates Meeting- An address by Dr. J. Raymond Cope, will be held on
Sunday at 8:00 at the Unitarian Church. His speech, titled "New Directions in
Democratic Thinking," is sponsored by the Channing Club.
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Club Hears Mayor- Mayor Earl J. Glade will "Pay Tribute to Lincoln" when he speaks
before the University of Utah Women's Club, Saturday at 2:00 pm in the Union building.
Past presidents of the club will also be honored.
WRA Nominations- Nominations are now open for new WRA officers. Nominations
may be made by any girl and are to be turned in to Betty Huston, Miss Smertz or at the
locker room office.
A K Psi Selects Janie Rich as Society- Jane Rich was chosen Society Sweetheart by
Alpha Kappa Phi, the national business fraternity. She was the choice from forty entries.
Miss Rich, the petite and pretty editor of the Utonian, will be honored a dance Friday
evening the Yale LDS Ward.
Men's Honor Societies Set Deadline Friday- Application for junior men who seek
positions in Skull and Bones and senior men who wish to apply for Owl and Key will be
accepted until Friday at the office of Keith Brown, 304 Union.
ASTP, Navy Tests Set on March 15- Qualifying Navy tests will be held March 15. The
examination is designed to test the aptitude and general knowledge required for the
program of college training and all qualified students are urged to take the test. Taking
the test does not obligate the candidate to enlist in the service.
Army Buy Bond Quota as Drive Nears Finish-This article is not legible to the reader.
Willkie Cites Value of School- Mr. Wendell Wilkie spoke at the University of Utah
Monday, during a brief visit to Utah. He emphasized the value of school.
Lincoln Assembly Scheduled Friday- All classes will be dismissed for a special
assembly in honor of Abraham Lincoln, 11:00 AM. A program including, tableaus of
Lincoln's life will be shown as well as songs played from the Civil War period.
Frosh Show Sophs What's up as Chronicle Greets Utes- A lively discussion of the
merits of freshman and sophomore classes was held in the Chronicle offices on
Thursday morning. "Greek Week" and "Campus Capers" were two of the articles
brought in by the frosh.
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Music Program-Selections for weekly music hour are announced and will be presented
in the Union building at 3 pm.
Five Debaters Chosen for Denver Meet- The University of Utah will be represented at
the invitational forensic debate tournament at the University of Denver, February 15,16
and 17. Debaters chosen are Jane Nyvalf, Russell Nelson, Verna Greaves, and Mary
Jane Rich, with Julia Dorius and Shirley Bangerter as alternates.
Newman Meeting- A Valentine party and initiation will be held this Saturday at the
Newman Club meeting for all Catholic and civilian and army students, 6:30 pm.
Local News-All students who have ordered their Utonians but have not yet had their
pictures taken must make their appointments at the Utonian office.
Nurse Head Plans U of U Lecture- A cadet nurses' orientation class will be held
Saturday, 8:00 AM at Kingsbury Hall. LieutenantAlma Skogg will discuss the army
nurses corp.
Civil Service Sets Exam Friday- The civil service commission will conduct clerical
exams this Friday at 2:00 PM in the IE room 104. The exams are intended for seniors
and members of defense classes available for full-time employment after graduation or
at the completion of their defense class.
List of Advertisements:
none
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of engineers with beards awaiting to attend Annual stew
composite of Jane Rich

Issue Date: February 10th, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 20
Page: 2
Articles:
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Frosh Embarks on Life as Sorority Pledge- Betty Spencer, humorously, describes her
first week as a sorority pledge.
Freshman Class, 1944-Freshmen are no longer "greenlings", but are more mature due
to having more responsibilities on a wartime campus. College life has changed greatly
and the assumption is that a more aggressive and intelligent adult will result.
ASTP Whisper- An explanation, by Sgt. Jim Bloomer, about the purpose of white
"hours", slips put on field house bunks. An announcement of a Forum and a Tea,
February 20 at the Union Building, Little Theater, 7:30 PM.
Freshmen Three Help Keep School Going- A description of the lives of three
freshmen students. Descriptions of their activities and accomplishments.
Introducing That Berntson Boy- A tribute to a freshmen student, Keith Bernston. A
humorous description of his personality and contributions to the freshmen are included.
It ends with the saying "the best things come in small packages."
University Men at War-Various students who are serving are recognized. Their name,
current status are listed as well as club involvement and any notable awards or honors
received.
List of Advertisements:
Utah Chronicle Editorial office staff positions and names are listed as well as publication
information which includes a founding year, office location, membership in Associated
Collegiate Press, etc.
An advertisement stating Last chance to have Utonian picture taken to make an
appointment in the office
Film “Madam Curie” opens Saturday
Boston Store suits
List of Cartoons and Art:
Frosh Memories of a GI by Harry Lee, a depiction of a student before and after enrolling
in war

Issue Date: February 10th, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 20
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Page: 3
Articles:
WRA Plans Carnival next Week- Pledges of greek and other student organizations are
to assist with the Women's Recreation Association Carnival. Times and locations of the
event are listed as well as the events and contests in which the pledges will partake in.
Committee members are named.
L D S Plans Party- Lamda Delta Sigma will be hosting a valentines dance with
predominant theme being heart and flowers. Dance times and locations listed.
Schedule Dance-Carson Hall’s formal dance location and dates announced.
Weekend Wanderings- Comedic summary of the past week's events within the Greek
community are written. Discussion of Specific individuals whereabouts at certain events
are mentioned (fictitious)
Mortar Board Conducts Fashion Show Sunday- Annual Mortar Board fashion show
will be presented at given date and time at Chi Omega house. The event being sponsor
by the alumni association.
Greek Week On the Campus- Summary of prior weeks events are recorded. Some of
which include various organizations Initiation ceremonies. Events to follow the
publications are also listed with corresponding organization times and location listed.
Cwean Meeting- Meeting for Junior women of the Cwean honorary organization will be
held at specified times and locations.
List of Advertisements:
none
List of Cartoons and Art:
WRA member teaches men the “gentle art” of cake making

Issue Date: February 10th, 1944
Volume: 53
Number: 20
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Page: 4
Articles:
Utes Tackle Air Base Wings Saturday- The u of u Redskins has had 11 straight wins
through the seasons and is entering the last bit of games of the season. Games
locations and times are given. A small summary of the successful games of the season
is noted.
Height, Speed Give Braves Top Flight Hoop Squad- Physical athleticism regarding
members of the basketball team are explained to why the Utes have such a high
advantage in this season. Many team members physic playing abilities and notable
moves are described and how it comes into play with their positions and how it affects
the team.
Greek Swimmers Meet Friday- Sorority swim meet will occur at given dates and
locations. They may use any stroke they wish as they will be judged according to speed
and form.
Rebels Topple Snafus, 45-22- ASTP teams current standings recorded. Rebels are still
in the lead and Crimsons and Unknowns share second place. A short summary of
current season wins and losses given.
Three Squads Deadlock in I-M Play- Sigma Chi, Delta Phi, and Pi Kappa Alpha are
fighting for a place in the intramural basketball tournament playoffs. Games that will
determine who goes are announced with times and locations as well as the agenda for
the future of the other games (such as ping pong, bowling, and swimming).
List of Advertisements:
Lesson pears all co. Jewelers dress listed
Salt Lake Costume co. advertises for students to rent wardrobe for junior prom
The film “Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves” to open Friday
Larsen Advertising Artist show cards and commercial illustrations, location is given.
Voglerers advertises animal care products specifically to care for animals during the
cold season.
Bennett Motor Company advertises for those entering into the war to sell them their car.
Freshman Manufacturing Jewelers, address given.
University Bookstore advertises an assortment of valentines day cards.
L.D.S Business college advertisement
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Bennetts Glass and Paint Company advertise their Paint brand.
Deseret Book advertises sending “Ute Warriors” book, stationary or greeting cards.
ASTP hoop standing
List of Cartoons and Art:
Picture of Freshman Redskin Player Arnold Ferrin.
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Finding Aid: Prepared by Janice Arcalas
Issue Date: 1944-02-17
Volume Number: 53
Number 21
Page Number: 1
Articles
“Senior Honor Society Selects Five Outstanding Men for Membership”: Dan Hunter,
Eugene Overfelt, Don Thomas, Chris Metos and Stan Garger were chosen to be members of the
national outstanding senior men Owl and Key. Members are selected based on leadership,
service and scholarship.
“Civilian, GI Debate Merits of Pin up Gal”: The Associated Press published a story of a army
private who had talked about the services they were getting from their association with pin-up
girls. A civilian-army debate on this subject on the merits of Pin Up Gal.
“Holiday Announced”: Civilian students at the university will observe a holiday Tuesday, in
honor of Washington’s birthday, Keith Brown, graduate manager said Wednesday. ASTP
students will attend classes as usual.
“Russian Relief Group Chosen”: To promote good will towards the young peoples of the
world, particularly Russia, and to create an awareness of our responsibility towards that nation
as our ally, are the goals set forth by Mary Rose Allen, U senior student, who has been
appointed to head the 1944 Russian Relief young committee for Utah.
Miss Allen was appointed to succeed Robert Zang, former U student now serving in the army,
according to Bishop Arthur Moulton, Russian relief leader in Salt Lake City, The committee
members include LaRue Maw, Algene Ballif, Grace Bulter, Chris Metos, Marita Bolte, Ruth
Glaser, Joseph Curtis, and Patsy Regan.
“Founders’ Day Contests Open to ASTP”: Army specialized training students will be eligible
to be able to compete for the war bond prizes. Student’s criteria must be approved.
“Unique Dares to Appear on Friday”: The Chronicle informs students about an event. This
event consists of unavoidable unique dares to appear on a Friday.
“GI, Civilian Students Schedule Panel Sunday”: In efforts to create friendlier relations with
university students and the ASTP stationed on campus, a representative civilian and army
students will hold a public forum on a Sunday. The representatives will hold a preliminary round
table discussion on the topic of “Can Russia Be Trusted?” After the panel a public forum will
take place and questions from the audience can be asked to the speakers.

“Company “C” Dance”: A French street cafe will be the theme of the Company C dance to be
held Saturday, February 19 at 9 p.m. in the New house hotel. Ted Tusler is in charge, and he
will be assisted by Bob Twombly and George Herman.
“Ticket Sales Approach Sellout for 45 Promenade”: Chairman Howard Erickson promises
pre-war prom. Tickets for Junior prom may still be purchased.
“Famous Tenor to Sing on Master Minds”: Famous Tenor Richard Crooks to appear on
Master Minds on March 3, at Kingsbury hall. Crooks debuted started on February 26, 1933,
when he sang Des Grieux in “Manon” and received the record number of 37 curtain calls.
“Pen to be Issued on February 23”: A variety of poems, stories and essays will be featured in
the winter “contest” edition of Pen. The Pen magazine will be issued on campus on February 23.
“Men’s Glee to Sing Sunday”: Men’s Glee to sing the third series of the university “At Home”
programs Sunday at 4 p.m. The Men’s Glee Club will be featured in the afternoon’s
entertainment. The season’s programs are the 19th series to be presented by the Union building
management.
List of Advertisements:
None.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None
Issue Date: 1944-02-17
Volume Number: 53
Number 21
Page Number: 2
Articles:
“Doats Drools Scribe Decrys Modern Day Dance Styles”: Mair Z. Doats writes about how the
younger generation dance, saying they dance dully. Doats suggests basic dance moves, states the
problem and recommends dance songs.
“Prom’s Name Band”: The university has trouble getting a name band to perform at prom. The
problems lie where bands usually travel weekends, and are unable to play because of “no school
night” rule. One arrangement that made where universities would collaborate so the name band
would be able to perform at multiple dances at the same time.

“The Future Protected”: Students at the university enroll for classes. This boosted the
university's war bond quota over the top.
“Soph Prexy Muses over Past, Future”: Sophomore class president David Reiser writes an
article. The Sophomore president ponders the past and future of being a sophomore.
“Have you Heard This One”: The university talks about its own absent-minded professors. The
article gives examples of younger professors at the university, and professor Garff who wore
clashing brown pants with a bright blue boat.
“If You Ask Me”: The article gives tips on how to use library services in the best way. A couple
of tips given were to pay your fine when you return the book, and if you want library service
seek a librarian when you have difficulties.
“Coeds Describe ‘Man for Prom’”: U coeds describe the type of man they wanted to go to
prom with the most. Some of descriptions given were a marine or someone tall and long.
“Little Bunk from the Big Bedroom”: Writer Sergeant Jim Bloomer creates an article on
happenings. A couple examples given were mail clerks at the Fieldhouse being wearied this
week from the vast Valentine load, and companies B and D putting up decorations Friday night
entertaining girls at dances in the town.
List of Advertisements:
None:
List of Cartoons and Art:
None:
Issue Date: 1944-02-17
Volume Number: 53
Number 21
Page Number: 3
Articles:
“Greek Week on Campus”: Some of the happenings during Greek week were Pi Kappa Alpha
pledged six men on the second release, Phi Mu chose their 1944 officers, and more.

“Coeds Chose Essential War Positions”: Two women leaving the traditional expectation of
staying in the kitchen, and taking positions in interesting fields. One female Pat Alberding, is the
only female in the Geology major attending school this year. Another is Judith Hyde, who is a
nurse aid and a new Chi Omega pledge.
“Down Fraternity Row…”: An article that takes a soldier through what you can find at a
fraternity house. The house introduced is the Kappa Kappa Gamma house. Different girls of the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house are introduced.
“Ala Board”: The reading room in the library will have a buzzer. This buzzer will be a
notification by the librarian in charge indicating when there is too much noise. This serves as a
warning to students who are creating a disruption in the reading room.
“Campus Date Book”: Information on events happened from January 18 to 24th. It includes
Junior prom, “At Home” program, Washington’s birthday anniversary, Utah State Symphony
orchestra featuring the Britt string Quartet, Matinee dance and Music hour.
List of Advertisements:
“For Flowers”: Advertisement for Miller’s - Ellison’s advertisement for distinctive floral
arrangements.
“You Can’t Lose If You carry Travelers Cheques”: Advertisement for American Express
Travelers Cheques. American Express will refund your loss if your travelers cheques are lost,
stolen, destroyed uncountersigned.
“S.OS.”: Advertisement for the University Bookstore. Comprehensives and winter quarter finals
start soon. The book store have “College Outline series” Review Books.
“What Are You Qualified To Do”: L.D.S Business College advertisement.
“Gung Ho… is the screen’s greatest Glory Story!”: Utah Theatre’s advertisement for Gung
Ho movie.
“Tiny Bradshaw and his Orchestra:” Jerry Jones’ Rainbow Randevu advertisement for Tiny
Bradshaw and his orchestra
“Have a “Coke” A thousand miles is not too far to come… or being friendly with a Chinese
cadet”: Coca-Cola advertisement saying Chinese flyers in America connect have a “Coke” as a
means of friendship.

List of Cartoons and Art:
None.
Issue Date: 1944-02-17
Volume Number: 53
Number 21
Page Number: 4
Articles:
“Rebel Quintet Ends Season Undefeated”: Baseball team Rebel to enter the ASTP Playoffs at
the top undefeated. The public has been invited to the playoff games in the university
gymnasium.
“Delegates at Denver”: Four university students are participating this week into the twelfth
annual western invitational debate tournament at the University of Denver. Jane Nyvall, Mary
Jane Rich, Verna Greaves, and Russell Nelson are the speakers, Ms. Mary J. Webster, speech
department instructor is accompanying the team. Mrs. Webster is attending the western teachers
of speech meeting being held this year for the first time in connection with the debate
tournament.
“Ute Quintet Tests Rejuvenated Idaho Southern Crew at Pocatello Saturday Night”: Utes
to play University of Idaho South at Pocatello in return game. Coach Vadal Peterson hopes to
break two game losing streak against University of Idaho South.
“Noted Stunt Skier Forms Classes for ASTP Members”: Private First Class Chris Dessauer, a
German born ASTP student instructs weekly GI ski classes. This is the first in a series of articles
on athletes now in ASTP at the University of Utah.
“Siciliano Wins Award”: Rocco Siciliano, outstanding university senior and army private first
class will be presented a gold citizenship award Friday by the National Civic league, as a result
being selected as the individual of Italian descent who best personified the ideals of
Americanism in Salt Lake City.
“Kappas Take Sorority Swim Meet”: Kappa Kappa Gamma won the annual sorority swim
meet. Their total score was 125 points.
“Wings Topple Redskins in 54-39 Game”: Wings beat Redskins in 54-39 basketball game.
This is the Redskins second defeat of 12 games of the year.

List of Advertisements:
Ute Hamburger is advertised as good food you want to go to.
Layson-Pearsall Co Jewelers is advertised
Western Electric advertises Gun Director: It is described as an electrical brain in a plane. It
plots the plane’s height and course, and aims the guns
Advertisement for Arrow on ties: Their claim their ties are perfect-knottng and wrinkle
resistant.
Firmage advertises they are the headquarters for arrow shirts: They are clothes for the
college man
Advertisement for Freshmans manufacturing jewelers
General Electric advertisement for welding metal inside a “bubble.”
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-02-24
Volume Number: 53
Number 22
Page Number: 1
Articles:
“Beehive Honor Society Chooses Most Outstanding Seniors”: 7 students chosen as members
of Beehive. Members are chosen from faculty members and students. Students chosen as a
member of Beehive are part of the highest honorary society at the U.
“ASTP Future Uncertain, Says Colonel”: Lieutenant Colonel John B. Madden questions how
long the ASTP will operate for, responding to the announcement that most of ASTP programs
will curtail by April 1. There is uncertainty if the University of Utah will be one of the colleges
that will curtail the ASTP.

“U Orchestra to Appear Sunday”: Fourth in the series of At Home programs presented by the
Union building management will feature the university symphony orchestra under the direction
of Prof. Arthur P. Freber, Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Union building.
Dean Myrtle Austin, dean of women, will act as chairman for the afternoon and hosts and
hostesses for the occasion will representatives of the board of regents, faculty, students and
alumni of the university.
“Unique Again Thrills Unique Editor”: The Unique gets into the personal lives of the new
sorority pledges.
. The magazine also included a few pages about soldiers.
“Redskins Celebrate Annual Founders’ Day”: Nonie Nelson as “miss Founder of 1850” and,
Barbra Paulson as “Miss Victory of 1944” will take over Founder’s Day activities this week.
“Ute Debaters Win Honors”: Utah Debaters participated in the Twelfth Annual Debate
tournament, where they received superior ratings for their work. The Utah team took second
place in panel discussion.
ASTP Work Highlights Winter Quarter ‘Pen’: ASTP contributions to the winter quarter ‘Pen’
stand out in ‘Pen’ campus literary magazine.
“Registration Date”: All upper division students must register March 1 or 2 except for the
school of education, who will register March 2 and 3. Office hours of the Deans will be posted
on their doors. Call at the registrar's office for registration cards, then have programs checked by
your Dean before returning the cards to the registrar’s office.
“Senior Notice:” All students who expect to be graduated in June should file their applications
in the registrar’s office at once. Any courses or hours in which the student is short will then be
called to his attention so that they may be taken in spring quarter.
List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-02-24
Volume Number: 53
Number 22
Page Number: 2

Articles:
“Ali Baba Hung Frat Pin on Maria Montez”: Writer summarizes ‘Ali Baba and The Forty
Thieves’ film. It’s unlike the Juvenile Arabian Nights says writer.
“We Dislike Warmed-over Hash”: The Chronicle responds to issue between organizations on
campus, students and themselves of if they should publish campus news or downtown paper first.
It states how they determine what they publish in the newspaper.
“Something About a Soldier”: The Chronicle recognizes student soldiers. They are Quentin T.
Barron, James Bryan and Gordon Miles.
“Afterthoughts”: Judging from the persistence with which the Unique keeps taking cracks at
this year’s Homecoming queen in each issue, we wonder perhaps the editor isn’t suffering from a
case of thwarted ambition.
Main topic of conversation in the speech department: Will Dr. Lees come back next year or
won’t he? Personally, we feel the school will have lost a wonderful man if he doesn’t return… in
spite of the fact that speech students, who used to major in that subject because it was a cinch
major, now ready to succumb from exhaustion and over work.
“For Miser’s Assessment Utes Get Good Deals”: There are claims that the University of Utah
has one of the lowest priced health services in the United States. Health services at the U cost 75
cents per quarter or 25 dollars per month. Some colleges health services run as high as 17 dollars
in the east and west coast.
“Letters to the Editor”: One student writes a letter to the editor saying there is no room in the
library to study. Another student letter consists of replying to an article the Chronicle wrote,
“‘Coeds Describe ‘Man for Prom’.’” This student says coeds are too good for the soldiers and
why not go for the man’s money.
“Jest in Passing”: The Sigma Chis has sent their curtains to the cleaners. On the second day
without the curtains came, the house received a note. The note asked the house to obtain curtains
and that they had no care about their bodies.
“Little Bunk from the ‘Big Bed’”: Sgt, Jim Bloomer writes about the manpower shortage.
College men to be drafted.
List of Advertisements:
None

Lists of Cartoon or Art:
At Last: A cartoon piece by Ted Anderson about the Unique just arriving.

Issue Date: 1944-02-24
Volume Number: 53
Number 22
Page Number: 3
Articles:
“War Prisoners Request Books from Fellow Students”: War prisoner asks university students
to donate their books to prisoners of war. The article includes what books can and can’t be
donated.
“Elections Take Spotlight With Greeks This Week”: Sororities are choosing officers. Final
elects by Kappas and Tri Delta were held. The article names off the new officers.
“Campus Has Progressed Far Beyond Dreams of Founders”: The article reminisces the
changes made on campus from the first Founder’s Day held. Some of the changes are the
medical and geology building were built during the first World War. Lawns were also added.
“Prom Favors”: Students who wish to purchase Junior Prom favors may obtain them at Keith
Brown’s office this week.
“Speech Department Begins Drama Series”: The speech department to present the first of a
series of dramatic programs. The series will consists of programs, dramatic in nature and directed
by each graduating senior.
“Chemistry Authority To Address Club”: Dr. George E. Minard of the University of Utah will
speak in Room 104 of the Chemistry building on Friday, February 25, 1944 at 8:15 p.m. His
subject, “Correlations used in Distillation” is of general interest to all chemists.
Dr. Minard, who hails from Chicago, Illinois, received his B.S. degree from Armour institute his
M.S. and Ph. D. degrees from Ohio State University. 1943 he entered the University of Utah, as
an assistant professor in chemical engineering.
“Dames Club”: The Dames club will meet next Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Union building to
choose the club song from the manuscripts submitted. It will also be club talent night with the

following members participating: Marian Bodine, piano selection; Viola Linton, song; Carol
Habbeshaw, song; quartet selection, Josephine Davis, Ruth Packer, Georgia Wooley, Dorothy
Herron; Marie Danzie, reading; Barbara Gardiner, xylophone selection.
List of Advertisements:
The Boston Store: The sorority top claims to have the same fashions you can find in
Mademoiselle, Harpers, Vogue and high fashion publications, and that their prices are alluringly
attractive.
Beth Ann Home Bakery: The advertisement asks to get your refreshments from the bakery if
you are giving a party.
Deseret Book Company: The book company wants you to remember the Ute Warriors all over
the world. It claims to have a large selection of books, stationary or greeting cards you can
choose from.
Tiny Bradshaw and His Orchestra: Jerry Jones’ Rainbow Randevu advertises the new
sensational band Tiny Bradshaw and his Orchestra. It is now playing.
Founder’s Day Dance: Meet the Miss 1850 and Miss 1944 at the Founder’s Day Dance. The
dance is located at the Union Building Calling, and costs 75¢.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None.

Issue Date: 1944-02-24
Volume Number: 53
Number 22
Page Number: 4
Articles:
“Utah Enters Last Lap of Casaba Race”: University of Utah will meet the Dow Chemical
squad of Midland, Mich., at the South high school gym. Students will be admitted to the games
on activity books.
“Delta Phi Tips Pi Kaps for Tong Cage Title”: Delta Phi fraternity win their last two games in
intramural basketball. They first won Sigma Chi No.1, and then Pi Kappa Alpha No.1.

“Sixteen Coeds Seek WRA Posts in Poll Today”: Women’s Recreational Association will run
its annual elections in the Park building. There are sixteen candidates running for officers.
“Redskin Casaba Record for 1944”: Record for the Redskin Casaba in 1944 in the preseason
and regular season.
“Injuns Get Place in N. Y Meet”: University of Utah accepts invitation to basketball Madison
Square garden Metropolitan invitational tournament. 0The Utes declined invitation to NCAA
tournament in Kansas City, in order to play accept the Metropolitan invitation.
“Rebels Take AST Playoff”: Company A Rebels beat Company A Unknowns, winning the
ASTP Championships. The Rebels won with a score of 33-22.
“Shooting the Bull with Hollstein”: The Chrony responds to Utah State’s “Student Life” insult
towards them. It is stated that the two publications have been in a mouthing-off.
“I-K’s Initiate Eight Men”: Campus service organization, Intercollegiate Knights initiates eight
men at the New America coffee shop. Knighted were Kermit Dorius, page president; Milton
Hollstein, Roger Carlquist, Gene Bowers, Don Newson, Bob Barnes, Russell Hulme, and Robert
Chipman.
“Postponed Elopement”: I’d say, “Come, love, fly with me,” But love has no priority. And, till
peach clears the traffic lanes, Colonels get the seas in planes.
“Tis Ever Thus”: First comes the Kiss, The sunshine and laughter. Then comes goodbye and
the “mourning after.”
Untitled: Three goofs, cruising the country side in a jalopy, approached a town. First goof: “Is
this Wensley?” Second Goof: “No this is Thursday.” Second goof: “So am I. Let’s stop and have
one.”
Untitled: “Of course I wouldn’t say anything about her unless I could say something good. And,
oh boy, is this good.”
Untitled: Freddie crept into the house, The cuckoo clock struck 4; Freddie crept close to the
clock.. Then cuckooed eight times more!

Local News: Fred Sheffield… Likable Ute Center is already collecting fees for personally
conducted guided tours through New York. Red is intimately acquainted with the city and he and
his teammates are looking forward to the Eastern meet.
List of Advertisements:
The Burger Barns: Burger Barns claim to have fast services. They serve hamburger,
sandwiches, French Chicken Sandwiches, Chilli, Tamales, fresh donuts and soft drinks.
Coca Cola: Coca cola advertising let’s be friends. It claims to make strangers turn into a friend
when you offer a coke.
Leyson-Pearsall Co. Jewelers: Advertisement of Leyson Pearsall Co Jewelers.
University BookStore: The university book store advertises college outline series review books.
Freshmans Manufacturing Jewelers: Advertisement for Freshmans manufacturing Jewelers.
Firmage: Firmage sells spring sports coats for men.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-03-23
Volume Number: 53
Number 23
Page Number: 1
Articles:
“U women schedule Annual ‘Spinsters Spree’”: During the intermission of the Spinsters’
Spree, the “man of the moment will be chosen. ”Coeds will chose the male who represents the
height of masculine beauty.
“‘Call it a Day’ Opens Tonight in First of Three Performances”: ‘Call It a Day’ English
comedy approach sellout presented by Theta Alpha Phi. The setting takes place in the lives of a
middle class English family on a spring. The performance will be shown in Kingsbury hall.

“AMA Report on Med School”: American Medical Association reports on the university
medical school. The reports states that the hospital is a necessity and value in Salt Lake City.
Most of the improvements suggested were in the preclinical departments.
“Prexy Lists Rules for Asuu Election”: ASUU president Gene Overfelt states rules and
regulation for the ASUU elections. The rules and positions available are listed.
“U Presents ‘Tom Sawyer’”: The U presents Tom Sawyer. Writer Lois Allred state the
performance’s strong points were from David Warnock role of Tom Sawyer and the colorful
attractive scenery depicting the street in the village. Allred makes a point that the play’s obvious
weak point was too much material was covered in a short amount of time.
“Speech Recital”: Twenty-five students are invited to attend a senior speech recital, being given
by Florence Heywood and Susan Woodruff Friday afternoon at 4 p.m. The recital will be held in
the Little Theatre in the Union Building.
“Eminent Doctor Lectures at U”: Renowned doctor give lectures at the U. Dr. Floyd W.
Reeves of the University of Utah stressed the importance of post-war education.
“AWS Sponsors U of U War Work”: AWS put efforts into war work. Campus coeds put their
time and talent, but also money as well into winning the war.
“Medical Library”: The university medical library will be open on experimental basis from 7 to
10 p.m., Monday evenings. Ordinarily the library has been open only to military personnel;
however upon the recommendation of the library committee, this room will be open to all
medical students, Sunday evenings.
“U Offers Three Scholarships”: The university offers three scholarships. Applications must be
in writing and sent to the Scholarship Committee, University of Utah. The scholarship winners
will be named on the commencement program.
“Notice to Graduates”: A notice to graduates to register as soon as possible.
“Skull and Bones Chooses Members”: For leadership qualities and scholarship ability, Skull
and Bones were initiated to six Junior members by the Owl and Key society.
“Channing Club”: Channing club members will meet Sunday evening at 6:30 p.m. for the
election of officers, according to Mary Rose Allen, president. Inaugurating a new series of
lecture- discussions, Judge E. Baker will discuss the prospects of youth in the post-war world.

“Radio Workshop”: The first meeting of the University Radio Workshop will be in the Pen
office, 417 Union building on Friday, March 24. University students wishing to study radio
production as an extracurricular activity are invited to join the group.
“Coeds Trade Khakifor Blues as GI’s Leave”: Boys of A, B, and D boys are on their way to
Camp Destination Military Secret.
“Librarian Granted Military Leave”: Head librarian Miss Elma Sullivan of the circulation
desk left March 8 for Smith college. There she will train as an officer for WAVES. Mrs. Lura
Carr will be taking Miss Sullivan’s place.
“Chi Delta Phi”: A new period for accepting manuscripts in application for membership to Chi
Delta Phi begins this week, Mary Rose Allen, president, has announced. Any sophomore, junior
or senior woman student who writes is eligible for candidacy, and may enter any type of literary
work.
“Red Cross Offers Two New Classes”: Two new Red Cross classes are offered to women
students. It is arranged by the AWS Red Cross committee.
List of Advertisements:
None
Lists of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-03-23
Volume Number: 53
Number 23
Page Number: 2
Articles:
“Mature, Errol Give Utah Gals a Break”: Hollywood star Mature, Errol get interviewed by
writer for the women’s edition.
“Evolution of the Cross”: The writer goes back and explains the evolution of the cross. How it
was used previously and its meaning.

“Let’s Face it”: Women are called to serve. All branches of the armed forces need more young
women to enlist.
“Coeds Shed Tears as ROTC Departs Again”: The event of the ROTC departure is described.
“U of U Women Push Ahead in All Services”: Women of the University of Utah are
recognized by contributing to the war efforts. The women mentioned are Rosina Lewis, Joanette
Ferrell, Margery Gottfredson, Betty Jo Travis, Alice Shellon, Jean Richards, Rowena Alexander
and Barbara Coates.
“Men Describe Dream Date for Spinsters Spree”: The Chronicle give men the chance to
describe the girl of their dreams, one that will lead them to the Spinsters’ Spree. Some of the
answers were I don’t care as long as they are a girl, and a girl who knows when to be serious and
when to laugh.
“Letters to the Editor”: A letter bringing up an issue of the how the University of Utah is
undemocratic. The writer addresses how cliques and social clubs dominate the college social life,
making it hard for and outsider to gain social recognition.
List of Advertisements:
None.
List of Cartoons and Artwork:
“But How?”: Cartoon by Joy Wilson making fun of girls, who picked up the habit of kissing in
college.

Issue Date: 1944-03-23
Volume Number: 53
Number 23
Page Number: 3
Articles:
“Greek Week On the Campus”: Elections for the coming year highlight Greek Week. Newly
elected officers are announced.
“Coeds Begin Red Cross Drive on Campus”: University students will be urged to participate
in the Red Cross Drive by donating at least a dollar to the booths.

“Round the Campus”: Some of the happening on campus. One was the St. Patrick’s Dance
included St. Patrick himself wearing a that looked like a freshman version of a Santa Claus suit.
“WNAA Meeting”: W.N.A.A will hold an informal get-together tonight at 7:30 o’clock at the
Tri De’t sorority house. Venetia Karren is the chairman for refreshments and the events of the
evening.
“Music Hour”: The “music hour” will be continued this quarter with the first program a week
from today at 3 p.m. in the west lounge of the Union building, Professor Thomas Giles, head of
the music department, announced.
“Mortar Board to Publish Wartime Etiquette Book”: The wartime has changed etiquette.
Coeds have written and published a book called, “What’s and What Nots,” on wartime etiquette.
The book will be sold by the Mortar Board and sorority pledges.
“Lambda Delta Sigma Organize Phi Chapter”: Lambda Delta Sigma creates a new girls’
chapter, Phi. Their meetings will be on Wednesdays at 5:15 at the L.D.S. Institute .
“Alpha Lambda Delta”: Dean of Women Myrtle Austin will be the guest speaker at the Alpha
Lambda Delta meeting to be held Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the Library 305, according to Leah
Burrows, President. It will be well worth all members’ time to attend this meeting.
“‘Juke Box’ Dances Replace Matinees”: Students who have been constant patrons of “ye olde
matinee dance” heretofore stomped out every Wednesday afternoon about time will find it
necessary to do rug-cutting on Tuesday and Thursdays from 12 until 1 o’clock.
This quarter activities of this calibre will be designated as “juke box” dances. The committee in
charge hope that this change will not make the attendance less because of this different time. So,
all are invited to join the fun.
Untitled: “You say you worked draftsman in a factory last summer?”
“Yeah, I opened and closed the windows.”
List of Advertisements:
Helen Curtis Cold Wave: Advertisements for Helen Curtis Cold Wave
Laura Larson’s: Revitalize yourself after your tussle at the Spinster’s Spree at Laura Larson’s
in Sugarhouse.

Huddard Floral Co: “Say it with flowers” when she takes you to the Spinsters’ Spree advertises
Huddard Floral Co.
Earnest Lambourne Florists: Greeting Cards for Every Occasion- They Scatter Sunshine
Salt Lake Knitting Store: Advertises Easter Parade Suits with individuality and spring coats.
Colonial Flower House: “Say it with Flowers.” advertises Colonial Flower House.
Jerry Jones’ Rainbow Randevu: Jerry Jones’ Rainbow Randevu advertises Sammy Kaye and
his orchestra.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-03-23
Volume Number: 53
Number 23
Page Number: 4
Articles:
“Utes Cagers Accept Second NCAA Bid”: Utes accepted the bid to the NCAA tournament in
Kansas City, after making a great showing against the Kentucky university cage crew at the
national invitational meet in Madison Square Garden. This is another chance to the national
championship.
“Spring Intramural Program Opens with Three Events Next Week”: Spring Intramurals will
begin next week with ping pong, bowling and pocket billiards. Softball will start when weather
permits, and swimming is set within the next three weeks.
“Big Seven Sets Meeting for April 2”: The annual spring session of the Big Seven conference
aims to reconcile Denver to the circuit. There is hope to breach between Denver and the
conference before the Colorado school drifts out of the sphere of conference influence.
Untitled: Wife- Now I know why we women are called birds. Husband- Why, because you’re
always chattering. Wife- no, because of the worms we pick up.
List of Advertisements:

Marjorie Iversen: The dress shop advertises they have dresses, coats and suits, blouses and
slacks in all sizes.
Hammonds: Hammonds advertises they have the best malts in the city
College Inn: The College Inn advertises to get your pals for your palate as well as for yourself.
Interstate Transit Lines: Overland Greyhound Lines is advertised.
A&W: Their root beer is advertised as the city’s finest.
13th East Beauty Salon: The beauty salon advertises for more natural beauty in permanents
visit our shop.
Leyson-Pearsall Co. Jewelers: Leyson-Pearsall Co Jewelers is advertised.
Lost: Tan, rough leathered wallet containing $10.00 currency, library and Social Security cart,
Speech-Arts identification, and numerous personals, Important that wallet be returned, even
without money. Lost last Friday about 1 p.m. at Snack Bar. Reward. Phone 5-0269
American Express Travelers Cheques: You can’t lose if you carry travelers cheques advertises
American Express Travelers Cheques.
Coon Chicken Inn: Coon Chicken Inn advertisement
Maxe’s Cafe: The cafe advertises they have good food.
Wolfe’s Sportsman’s Headquarters: Tennis Balls are being sold 3 for 79¢ or $3 per dozen as a
one-time special purchase.
Coca-Cola: The soda brand advertises that a coke means meeting a new friend or relax on a
leave.
Deseret Book Company: You can learn to speak a foreign language in three months with the
help of Linduaphone, a eye-ear method says Deseret Book Company
The Physicians Supply Co.: The company says medical students make our store your
headquarters. We will be happy to help you with your school supply needs.

Singer Sewing Center: Sewing Lessons are advertised for $1.50 for a two hour lesson and a
complete course for $10.00.
Loftus Novelty Shop: Loftus Novelty Shop is advertised
Hyland Drive Confectionary: Hyland Drive Confectionary is advertised.
Hesser’s What Not Shop: The shop advertises “Nice Line of Easter Novelties.”
White Floral: White Floral is advertised.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-03-30
Volume Number: 53
Number 24
Page Number: 1
Articles:
“Dr. Horsfall Falls from Horse; Dies”: Head of Extension Division dies from an accidental
horse fall. Dr. Horsfall was horseback riding to his office in the Liberal Arts building. It is not
clear whether the horse fell on Horsfall or if Horsfall Fell on the horse.
“Dean Allsin Joins Bobby Sock Brigade”: Dean Allsin hold a drive to move the statue to the
other side of the main entrance of the John R. Park memorial building. It is for the preservation
of the fame and memory of The Voice said Dean Allsin.
“Polygamy Cult Discovered at the U”: 10 faculty members of the University of Utah were
arrested for practicing polygamy. There are more suspects and further arrests will be made.
“JDL Brawl”: New suckers to do the dirty work for the school year 1944045 were elected by
members of Just Demoralized Ladies, affiliation for unaffiliated women, at a quiet little brawl
held Monday night. Those tied to the ball and chain will be Bonna May Duke, president; Winona
Christensen, vice president; Helen Finster, secretary-treasurer; Margery Bishop, social chairman;
Sylvia Brawl, war chairman, and Fay Carlson historian.

“Pi Kaps Elect Florina as Dream Girl”: Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity choose Florina as their
Dream girl. The boys fraternity will show gratitude by serving warm beer for refreshments and
honor Florina with the pin pricking at 12 sharp.
“Men Take Over Carlson Hall”: Due to the influx of men on campus, Carlson hall has been
turned into a men’s dormitory. Official dedication of the hall will take place on Saturday. A
bottle of champagne has been secured for the event.
“Miracle of Mrs. McKay”: Wife of Dr. Llewelyn r. McKay delivers seven baby boys at the
Campus Maternity Hospital.
“Uncanny Doctor Frightens Coeds”: Dr. Arthur Center announces in a press conference his
aim was to improve the treatment of low-grade ores, and that he knew that there was low-grade
material here to work with.
“Chi Delta Phi Initiates Seven More Suckers”: Initiations for Chi Delta Phi will be held on
March 31 at the home of Hope Horsfall. The girls initiated are listed.
“Phi Sigma Dull Lecture for Weak Minds”: Those with weak minds will enjoy the Phi Sigma
lecture (?) tonight at 8 p.m. in room 110 of the No. 1 firetrap, formerly known as the Biology
building. Also this eulogy may appeal to anyone needing to catch up on his sleep.
Dr. W.H. Behle will massacre the discussion on the birds of Gunnison Island- and he claims he
will review bird study problems in the Great Salt Lake region- dull, isn’t it? Pictures will be
shown for those who cannot understand the higher type of language used extensively. Those who
think they can feel such an ordeal are begged to come.
“Local News”: An automobile carrying a newly married couple was seen driving through
downtown St. Louis recently, Inscribed on the back of the car in chalk were the words: “Result
of Careless Talk.”
Untitled: “Attractive Cashier to Manager: “I wanted a week off to preserve my health. Ithink my
beauty is fading. “ Manager: “What makes you think so?” Cashier: “The men are beginning to
count their change.”
List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-03-30
Volume Number: 53
Number 24
Page Number: 2
Articles:
“Seriously Speaking”: Serious happenings that will take place are announced. Some of them are
the second class in the American Red Cross First Aid course, and primary elections, and
investigations to continue of the medical school.
“Joys of Spring”: U of U students enjoy the three weeks of spring weather. Coeds are described
going around uplifting hearts. The warm spring weather brings delight to students.
“To the Rescue”: The Chronicle saves U student from reading ‘Unique’ humor.
“The Fallen Sparrow or She Gave Him the Bird”: Story by Piggy Bunion. A love story
between Kisy and Waldo, but Waldo is caught in the draft.
“Poisonality of the Week”: Beta Upsilon chapter of Sigma Chi has chosen Dean Jerk L. Baffled
as favorite poison-ality of the week. For reasons of lack of discrimination, passionate personality
and discreet winkings are all immortal.
If You Ask Me: A suggestion to show movies in classes is made. This reasoning is made from
grade school, junior and high school exercising it. This is to prevent students skipping when
class is boring.
“Financial Report”: The Chronicles’ financial report.
“Advice to LoveLorn”: Advice is given to students
“For Sale Cheap”: Ford Car practically broken down. Carburetor busted half way through, tires
all blown out, and radiator busted.
“Advic to the Lovelorn”: Lovelorn gives sassy advice back to students
List of Advertisements:
Freshmans Manufacturing Jewellers: Advertisement of Freshmans Manufacturing Jewelers.

Utah Realty and Construction Co. Realtors: The realtors say you can’t lose if you deal with
them, saying they have many experience and it will assure good dealing.
List of Cartoons and Art:
April Fools: Cartoon by Ted Anderson jokes that Unique is the best magazine in the nation.

Issue Date: 1944-03-30
Volume Number: 53
Number 24
Page Number: 3
Articles:
“Betas Attempt Fling at Hot Spring:” The Betas hold their spring formal at Beck’s Hot
Springs.
“Iva Shape Replaces Edmunds Stevens on Master Minds”: Snow Flake Strip tease teaser to
replace Edmund Stephens, a lecturer and propounder of the theory “The Role of Temperature in
Controlling Human Humidity” or “Why Nudist Colonies Flourish.”
“Deltas Cool Off At Ice Cream Social”: Tri Delts annual social was held at Blackrock.
“At It Again”: At it again. Members of A.C.E., Associated Children’s Extortionists, nation
labor union for backwards education majors, flashed their teeth and exchanged wigs at their
annual meeting for synchronization of the dead enders (or get off your dusy-rustys, kids, the
parties at the end.) Little Georgie Bibble and Nany Croxall from the local articulating unit (Billy
Stewart’s school) started the evening’s fun with artwork and cooking- as children do for a party
it was announced by Helen Curr, president.
The meetings so far this year have been concentrated on helping the children plan interesting
activities for their teachers. The appearance of Hazel Brockbank, faculty jester, brought the
evening to a brilliant climax and “as march come to an end, so starts April, Fool!”
“‘Round the Campus”: Happenings on campus. One of them was finding Shirley Herhog with
a dash hound draped around the neck of Hell Richards who was also draped around the neck of
Dog Bager around the table.
“Sammy Kaye Appears for Two Nights Stay at Rainbow”: A short profile on Sammy Kay of
“Swing and Sway.”

Untitled: Two kittens were watching a tennis match. One cat said proudly, “My mother is in the
thatracket.” Minnesota Ski-U-Man.
“Local News”: All the Alpha Chi’s will be “high” up in Starlight Gardens Friday night, at their
spring formal. In keeping the East theme Easter eggs will be tossed onto passersbys below, the
winner being presented with a pint of beer.
List of Advertisements:
Ute Hamburger: If you want good food you want to go to Ute Burger
Jerry Jones’ Rainbow Randevu: Advertisement for Sammy Kaye and his Orchestra
Authur Frank: Advertising spring coats and suits
April Fools Dance: Dance held at the Union Ballroom for 75¢ per couple
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

Issue Date: 1944-03-30
Volume Number: 53
Number 24
Page Number: 4
Articles:
“Shooting The Bull with Hollstein”: The university wins the national basketball championship.
The national championship winning was in 1916.
“U Women Win Honors in Swim Joust”: Utah Women’s Swimming team win third place in
western division intercollegiate national telegraphic meet. The six aquamaids performed in the
new women’s pool.
“No April Fool Joke, Brother! Ike Seeks Post on University of Utah Music council”: Ike J.
Armstrong nominated for Music council. Armstrong is described as the man behind the brawn.

“Redskins Win National Basketball Crown”: The University of Utah wins the NCAA
basketball championship in New York Madison Square Garden. The team defeated Dartmouth
by 42-40.
“Local News”: A soldier got a letter from his wife containing a sketch of their car’s instrument
panel. “This is the exact way the dashboard looks.” she wrote. “Do we need a quart of oil?”
“I-M Squads Open First Round Play”: Spring intramurals started last night, will continue
today. Those who won in pool, bowling and table tennis will continue.
List of Advertisements:
University Book Store: The bookstore advertises stationary embossed with the university’s
seals for 29¢ per package. There are 15 sheets and 12 envelopes in a package.
Coca-cola: The soda brand advertises that having a coke makes the American sailor get along in
South Africa and U.S.A.
Firmage: Advertises they are the headquarters for arrowshirts. They have clothes for the college
man.
Arrow: Arrow advertises their ties are good looking and made well with special lining. It also is
made to resist wrinkles and make the perfect knot.
Lost: Voigtlander Camera left in Medical building, room 110. If you have information please
call 3-3646.
Summerhays Music Co.: Advertises they have Phonographic records from 5¢ to 19¢. They
have new shipment received every Saturday.
Hesser’s What Not Shop: The shop claims to have a nice line of easter novelties.
Leyson-Pearsall Co. Jewelers: Advertisement for Leyson-Pearsall Co. Jewelers.
Western Electric: Advertises as the nation’s largest producer of electronic and communications
equipment for war. It supplies vast quantities of telephone and radio apparatus for use on land,
sea and air.
Colonial Flower House: “Say it with Flowers” advertises Colonial Flower House.

List of Cartoons and Art:
None
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Articles:
“Utes Defeat St. John’s in Upset”- Vadal Peterson’s Ute Basketball team beat St. John’s of
Brooklyn at Madison Square Garden. Utes won the National Collegiate Basketball
Championship 43 to 36. Arnold Ferrin, Ray Wertis, Wat Misaka, Fred Sheffield, and Wilkinson
are all players mentioned.
“U Welcomes Home ‘Blitz Kids’”- The Utah Redskin basketball team was welcomed at the
D&RG Train Station. The celebration upon their arrival marked the beginning of a week of
festivities which will celebrate the Utes victory at the National Collegiate Basketball
Championship. After the train station, the players drove to Maine and Second South where they
were greeted by Gov. Herbert B. Maw, Mayor Earl J. Glade, and other representatives. Other
celebratory activities are listed in the article as well as a photo of the basketball team.
“‘Call It a Day’ Though Too Long, Pleases Audience”- The play, directed by Robert Hyde
Wilson, was presented by Theta Alpha Phi and was well received by viewers. The article lists,
and gives praise to, many of the students who acted or assisted in the production of the play.
“Drama Director Visits University”- A Miss B. Mitchell, director of the department of drama
and the Western-Canada school in Calgary, Alberta, visited the Utah campus. She included the
University of Utah in her tour of non-professional university and community playhouses.
“Three Seek Presidential Post in ASUU Election”- Lists students nominated for the 19 offices
and committee posts open for the 1944-45 school year. The primary election will be held on
April, 13.
“Steps to Graduate”- Seniors who want to graduate must fill out an application for graduation
at the registrar’s office, take it to be signed by their department head and then return it to the
registrar’s office.
“Four Debaters Leave For USC Meet”- Four Students leave for the University of Southern
California to compete in the Delta Sigma Rho invitational debate tournament. Students Jane

Nyvall, Russel M. Nelson, Julia Dorius, and Shirley Bangerter will debate on the advisability of
the United States to join the Reconstruction of the League of Nations.
“Constitution Changes Await Student Vote”- The student council voted on changes to the
ASUU constitution. The changes are then listed in the article.
“Chronicle Meeting”
“Music Hour”
“Junior Prom Favors”
‘Engies Apply Class Work”- Senior mechanical engineering students get resourceful as
wartime shortages take away materials. One student used discarded truck axles to make an
adapter for a 100,000-pound testing machine.
<additional articles>
List of Advertisements:
None.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None.
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Articles:
Chrony Ed Hides as April Fool Paper Circulates- A list of the results of an April Fool edition
of the Chronicle. Including quotes from Professors Elmer Smith and R.A. Crabtree. This article
seems to be an attempt at satire.

Another Great Story- The victory of the basketball team at the National Collegiate
Championship is compared to other great sports stories. Both Notre Dame’s victory against the
Army in football in 1928 and the Cardinal’s victory against the Yankees at the World Series.
Honor Roll- A full list of all 278 students who made the Honor Roll the second quarter of the
Fall 1944 semester. Notes that 12.01 percent of females made the Roll while 9.99 percent of
males made it.
Jest in Passing- A series of jokes.
Something about a Soldier- Updates on past students who are currently in the Armed Forces.
Howard H. Wicker was appointed a naval aviation cadet. Jack Ollinger has returned on a
thirty-day leave with campaign ribbons for combat in Africa and the South Pacific. Ernest
Baldwin has been promoted to captain in the army air force.
Letters to the Editor- Two letters, one from a Ramona H. criticizes the paper for the April Fool
edition. Ramona calls it infantile and moronic. The other letter from a B.R. praises the same
edition.
Campus in the Crisis- Advice to women on campus in how to gain job experience through the
Women’s Army Corps. Women who request service with the army air force are called Air Wacs.
The article describes opportunities and activities available to Air Wacs.
<additional articles>
List of Advertisements:
None.
List of Cartoons, Art and More:
1. List of editors and editorial office location.
2. Congratulations from the University Bookstore to the basketball team for their National
Collegiate Athletic Association Championship.
3. Styles Have Changed, a cartoon by Murray Allen depicts the change in men’s fashion from
college to the army.
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Articles:
I-K’s Name Pat Searle “Spur of the Moments;” Williams and Bird Chosen Attendants- The
Intercollegiate Knights on the campus have chosen Vivacious Pat as “Spur of the Moment.”
Norma Williams and Mimi bird have been appointed as her attendants. The three women will be
presented at the “Spur of the Moment” dance.
Students May Submit Copy for Spring Pen
Utonian Sets Deadline for Paying Fees
Beta Theta Pi Holds Annual Spring Formal- Chairman Stan Darger announced that the Beta
Theta Pi spring formal will be held at the Utah Hotel. The guests of honour will be Captain and
Mrs Allen W. Layton, Lieutenant and Mrs Scooge Ure, and Lieutenant John Mortensen. Mr and
Mrs Mervin B. Hogan and Mr and Mrs Decker Little will also attend. The theme is to remain a
secret.
Students Top Quota in Red Cross Drive- Students contributed $572.75 to the American Red
Cross says Mary Wright, chairman of the drive. Gail Plummer and his Speech 2 students brought
in $267.25, Pi Beta Phi donated $85, and Chi Omega donated $83.
‘Round the Town Friday Night
‘Round the Campus- The elections for the Pi Phi leaders is over with Virginia Hutchinson as
President. Other positions filled are listed. Joanne Romney and Darlene Baer returned to the
Delta Gamma chapter after attending a national convention. Delta Gamma held a luncheon in
honour of Marjorie Gottfredson who left for WAC training. Joanne Romney was elected Delta
Gamma president and other positions filled are listed. Arnold Ferrin, Fred Lewis, and Bob Lewis
(members of the basketball team) will be welcomed back to the Beta Theta Pi house with electric
signs.
<additional articles>

List of Advertisements:
1. Glen’s Key Shop is advertised to sell all types of keys with the slogan “If you want a key, call
on me.”
2. Hesser’s What Not Shop is advertised to have a “Nice Line of Easter Novelties.”
3. Sugarhouse Sewing Machine Shop is advertised. The advertisement says to “Have Your
Sewing Machine Repaired by an Expert.”
4. Ralph’s Shoe Service is advertised. The tagline is “G.I.s and Civilians Can All Get Their
Shoes Repaired.”
5. An advertisement encouraging students to take classes at the Institute of Religion. The tagline
is “Ha! Something New For College Students!”
6. El Dorado Coffee Co. is advertised with the tagline “Coffee Blended for Flavor.”
7. Broadway Shoe Rebuilders is advertised selling extra heavy soles for college. The tagline is
“Fast Service While You Wait.”
8. An advertisement for the “Spur of the Moment Dance.”
9. An advertisement for a show at the Rainbow Randevu, featuring Sammy Kay featuring radio
personalities Nancy Norman, Billy Williams, Arthur Wright and Sally Stuart. The show will also
feature Andy Kirk and His Clouds of Joy.
10. Bryce Millinery is advertised with the tagline “We Have Everything in Flowers and
Feathers.”
11. Sharp Electric Co. is advertised with the slogan “Gift Headquarters.”
List of Cartoons and Art:
None.
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Articles:
Utah Basketball Aggregation Winds up Greatest Season- The Utah Redskins basketball team
beat the odds and turned a bad season into a championship. The team won against Dartmouth at
the NCAA meet and against St. Johns at the national championship. The team won a bid to the
national invitational tournament at Madison Square Garden. The team's losses and victories of
their season are also listed. Includes a picture of Keith Brown.
Big 7 Moguls Meeting Sans Denver- An articles highlighting a piece written by Al Warden for
the Standard Examiner about two of the players on the Ute basketball team. Arnold Ferrin and
Wat Misaka are both from Ogden and the article from the Examiner talks about their high school
basketball careers in Ogden.
Shooting the Bull with Hollstein- The Ute basketball team’s victory represents the rebirth of the
University of Utah’s fame for athletic achievement. Graduate Manager Keith Brown is given
credit for promoting the team.
Schools Lay Plans for ‘44 Season- The Big Seven spring conference was held in Laramie,
Wyoming. The University of Denver did not attend and is being boycotted until it joins the
conference. The plans for which schools will submit teams for which sports are included.
<additional articles>
List of Advertisements:
1. Advertisement for Bennet Glass and Paint Co. for a home beauty contest.
2. Advertisement for Bradshaw Auto Parts Co. for automotive parts and equipment.
3. Advertisement for Summershay’s Music Co. for phonograph records.
4. Advertisement for Leyson-Pearsall Co. for jewellery.
5. Advertisement for Deseret Book Company for a Linguaphone.

6. Advertisement for Firmage Co. for a men’s suit.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None.
Issue date:
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Page:
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Articles:
Washington Revokes Engineer Deferments- All deferments from the draft for engineering and
medical students has been revoked. Students who have deferred will be subject to immediate
military service. 32 pre-med students and 95 engineering students will not be returning to classes
because of this draft update. Dean A. Taylor of the school of engineering explains that because
the original deferment only applied to students who would graduate in two years or less, most of
the students affected are juniors and seniors. Continues on page 2.
Directs U Day- The traditional U Day festivities are set to begin on May, 11. Bryce Lloyd has
been appointed chairman. According to Lloyd, there are still positions open on the U Day
committee.
Publications Post
Chem Professor Addresses Society- Dr Ralph F. Phillips, assistant professor of chemistry, will
discuss Mescaline, the active ingredient in the psychoactive drug peyote, at the meeting of the
American Chemical Society.
Board of Regents- According to Paul Hodson, secretary of the president, the Board of Regents
will hold its regular monthly meeting. The Board will discuss the recent investigation into the
medical school.

Red Cross Drive- Mary D. Brown, business instructor, announced that over half of the $1500
Red Cross quota was collected in the first two days of the drive. $1800 was received before the
end of the drive.
Medical Library Hours
Utes to Vote on Constitution Amendments- The student council voted on amendments to the
ASUU constitution. The student body will vote on the amendments at the regular primary
elections. The aforementioned amendments are listed in the article.
Manager Announces Rules for Election- Keith Brown, graduate manager, announced the rules
for the ASUU elections. The rules start immediately and will be in place to the end of the
elections. All 15 rules are listed.
Utonian Announces Contest Winner- Helen Cassidy, sales manager at the Utonian, announced
that Barbara Paulson of Alpha Chi Omega has won the Utonian sales contest. Paulson will be
awarded $25 worth of jewellery and Beth West of Chi Omega will be awarded the second place
prize of $15. Marjie Clark won $10 for 3rd place.
Last Music Hour
Former Japanese Prisoner to Lecture on Master Minds and Artists to Program- According
to I.O. Horsfall, director of the extension division at the University of Utah, Robert Bellaire will
be speaking at Kingsbury Hall. Bellaire was the Press correspondent in Tokyo when Japan
attacked Pearl Harbor. He will talk about his experience as a Japanese prisoner for six months.
Two Cousins are Rivals for Election - Again- Dick Smith and Dick Warner are the only two
remaining candidates for ASUU president for the ‘44-’45 school year. Smith and Warner are
second cousins who are running against each other for the third time. A picture of the two is
included.
Comprehensive Exams
Utes Go to Polls for Primary Balloting Friday- President Gene Overfelt reminded the student
body that a student book is necessary to vote and encouraged all students, especially the
unaffiliated ones, to turn out to vote. All eligible candidates for each position are listed.

U Debaters Win Award- Dr Royal Garff, the debate coach, has returned with his team of four
debaters from the University of Southern California where they tied for first place at a forensic
meet of Pacific coast and Rocky Mountain schools. Jane Nyvall, Russell Nelson, Julia Dorius,
and Shirley Bangerter tied USC for first place.
New Radio Workshop Sets First Program- A workshop for the study of radio production has
been organized by the students of the English and speech departments as an extracurricular
activity. The program was written by Patricia Shea and will air over radio station KUTA and will
be organized by the Women’s Army Corps. Louise Hill Howe is the project’s sponsor and
Dorothy Wilcox is the program director.
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Ginger Rodgers Lights Up in ‘Lady in Dark’- A film review for “Lady in the Dark,” starring
Ginger Rodgers. The article includes a description of the film written by Louella Parsons.
Time to Take a Stand- An objection to an amendment to the ASUU constitution that will be
voted on the next day. The writer objects to Theta Alpha Phi becoming more involved in the
university theatre and to the proposed council that would govern the theatre and comprise only
two students. The writer believes that students, who pay for the theatre through fees, should be
represented in the council more.
Jest in Passing- A series of jokes.
Letters to the Editor- The first letter is from T. H. Tusler. In it, Tusler, now in the army,
explains how much he misses the University of Utah and being a student there. The second letter

is from Glen E. Young, also in the army, complains that he has heard army students attending the
University complain about an “unfriendly atmosphere.” He suggests they should traces with him
and see if they still had anything to complain about at the U.
Something about a Soldier- Keith Engar and Joe McPhic are two more of those going to war
from the ranks of the University of Utah. Keith was an announcer for KSL and KDYL radio
stations and is now stationed at Santa Ana. Betty Lou Carlile and Louise Hill are also mentioned.
You Too Can Be- This article criticizes advertisement agencies for pandering to women, by
capitalizing on vanity and on the war effort.
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Pan Hellenic Slates Lecture next Sunday- Members of the Pan-Hellenic council will discuss
how women should plan their curriculum at a workshop, Diana DeVine is the chairman of the
event and speakers include Shirley Bangerter, Helen Kerr, Kathrine Tempest, and Francis
Brimhall.
Local News- An article from the Deseret News about changes in the sororities on campus after
the recent elections. The sisters chosen to officiate are listed with photos.
Tri Delta Offers Scholarship at U- All colleges with Tri-Delt chapters will have scholarships
available to all women. The article specifies that women must be “...of fine character, who will
be useful in the war effort, and includes details on how to apply.

Carlson Hall Holds Election- The election to fill the offices of the Carlson Hall council were
held the week before. Marian Davis was elected president with Elinore Culver as her
vice-president. All other positions filled are listed.
Greek Week on the Campus- The newly installed officers of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority are
listed. All the sorority and fraternity activities for greek week are listed.
What Goes ‘Round the Campus- A list of some of the happenings around the campus over
Easter weekend. Including a Beta formal, the “Spur of the Moment” dance, and a bonfire held by
the Phi Sigma Sigma sorority.
Cwean Meeting
Spur Rush Tea
Psi Chi Lecture
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Spring Athletic Squads Open Practice- Coach Ike J. Armstrong held the first track drill of the
season. More than 40 students tried-out and 25 are now members of the team. Well known track
athletes Don Nance and Fred Sheffield are members of the team.
Clubs Continue to Fete Redskin Hoop Squad- Vadal Peterson, Pete Couch, manager Keith
Brown, and the rest of the Ute basketball team are still being celebrated by clubs around campus.
The festivities include dinners and awards. A letter of praise from Dale A. Lewis is also
included.
Aggies, Injuns Field Strong Net Teams- Coach Hap Carlston is getting the tennis team ready
for a season against coach Nixon’s BYU team and coach Perce Smith’s Utah State team. A
number of players from Utah State and the University of Utah are mentioned.
Intramural Squads Clash in Swim Meet Today- A. F. Robbins, the faculty director,
announced there will be a swim meet featuring a number fraternities. Other intramural
announcements are also listed.
Women Slate Net Events- Norma Stephens, the tennis tournament manager, has scheduled the
open women’s singles tournament. Donna Hursler is seated number one this year. Donna Mae
Miller and Norma Stephens hold the number two and three slots respectively. The rest of the
ranking is also included.
Oh, Tell Me, What Gives with Denver?- Dave Wyatt and Art Quigley, two of Denver’s three
basketball coaches, may be inducted into the armed forces. After a poor season, this would put
even more pressure on the school to partially close its sports program.
<additional articles>
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ASUU Slates Final Elections Friday- Two cousins, Dick Warner and Dick Smith, are running
against each other for the office of student body president. The election will also decide all other
student body offices. The results of the primary elections are also included.
They’re Reasons Enough for U Day Celebration- Eleven coeds compete to be voted as “Miss
U of U”. The winner will preside over the U Day festivities. The candidates are listed as well as
the committee members in charge of the celebration. A photo of the candidates is provided.

Directs AWS- The AWS council has appointed Fern Clark, of Alpha Chi Omega, to be the new
president of the Associated Women Studies. The election of officers for the next year will be
held at the same time as the ASUU elections. Candidates for major offices and those nominated
as class representatives are listed.
Station Head Arrives at U- The university experimental station is now being directed by Dr
Hugh Hamilton. He is replacing Dr J. R. Lewis who, in turn, was replacing Dr S. F. Ravitz. The
activities of the station include industrial and manufacturing research.
Professor Brittin Edits Magazine- Norman A. Brittin, member of the university English
department, is editor of a new magazine. “Experiment, a Quarterly of New Poetry” was started as
a cooperative venture by 15 poets and is published in Salt Lake City.
Pen Deadline
Examinations
U Theatre Sets Date for Drama- Dr C. Lowell Lees’ “Romeo and Juliet” is playing at
Kingsbury Hall. This will be the fifth time the play has been shown at Kingsbury. The full cast is
provided along with notable attendants.
Nash Lectures on Master Minds Series- Dr I. O. Horsfall, director of the extension division of
the university, announced that Dr Vernon Nash will speak at Kingsbury Hall as part of the
Master Minds and Artists series. Dr Nash is a Quaker and lay minister of the White Plains New
York Community Church. Nash is a member of the national council of the fellowship of
reconciliation and will speak on post-war planning.
Medical Authorities to Return May 10- Dr Fred Zapffe and Dr Victory Johnson are conduction
a follow-up investigation of the University of Utah medical school. The first investigation
criticized Dr Charles C. Johnson and he has since resigned.
AWS, AMS Set ‘Smokeless Smoker’ Date- The basketball games between the University of
Utah and St Johns and Dartmouth will be shown at the “Smokeless Smoker” at the Union
Ballroom. The annual program will also include talks from the players and musical numbers.
Publications Post

Spars will Open Booth on Campus- A SPARS information booth will be open on campus in
the basement of the Park building. The booth will be run by coed civilian recruiters. The coeds
running the booth are named.
Youth Confab Open to Utes- The Institute of World Affairs is awarding scholarships to the
University of Utah to attend their summer meeting in Salisburg, Connecticut. The institute was
started in Geneva, Switzerland to promote understanding among the youth of different
nationalities. Dr J. Martin Klotsche is directing the event.
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Coed Reviews Big Events of Past Week- A review of the biggest events around campus in the
past week. Includes the debut of Romeo and Juliet, a praise of a new movie called “Up in Arms”,
and any updates on the sororities and fraternities.
We Change Our Minds- The paper changes its’ stance on a new amendment that passed in the
recent election. The amendment consolidated all campus drama under one council. They had
previously said that this was detrimental because unassociated students would be
underrepresented on the council. After further research the paper is now saying that this
amendment will be beneficial to everyone.

Quarters for Choruses- A complaint that the U Day song festival should not have been
canceled due to the war effort. Other activities like the homecoming parade spend valuable time
and resources that could be better utilized but song fest is almost free and the time it takes is
repaid in the comradery it brings about.
U Vet Program Gains Prestige- As more and more students are drafted the universities’ vet
program is becoming more and more important. It’s current 23 members are going to school with
government money and take four-year courses in education, social work, law, and business.
Dean A. L. Beeley is the dean of the program.
Something About a Soldier- Former students Joe McPhie, Tom Mullin, and Robert Howell are
in the armed services. Joe, of Lambda Delta Sigma, trained in Las Vegas and Tom, of Sigma
Chi, is stationed in Georgia. Robert is stationed somewhere in England.
Jest in Passing- A series of jokes.
Letters to the Editor- Two letters to the editor. The first calls upon the editor to arouse students
to vote. The writer of the letter complains that voting is essential to a democracy and takes little
time or effort, so students really should be participating. The second is a letter from some ex
students in the armed forces commenting on a debate between Bette Pomerance and Ray
Holmes. The G.I.s suggest that Mr Holmes should try the pacific islands out before complaining
about life at the university.
Do You Have Spring Fever?- A questionnaire to help readers decide if they suffer from spring
fever.
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Greek Week on Campus- A list of the activities around campus for Greek Week. Including a
clean-up by the Alpha Chi Omega pledges, an Alpha Delta Pi pledge party, a Dee Gee show for
the basketball team and more.
Numerous Weddings Deplete Ranks of University Coeds- Six prominent coeds are getting
married soon. All six students are listed along with details about them and their weddings.
Speaking of Formal Attire
We’re Working Our Way Through College- Women are now taking up new occupations to
work their way through college. A list of coeds working at local department stores, local
newspapers and as secretaries for U faculty are provided.
Alpha Lambda Delta
Orchesis Plan Spring Recital- Ruby Robbins, president of the Orchesis dance group, and
Elizabeth Hayes, dance director, have initiated nine new girls in to into the group. The Orchesis
group is rehearsing for the spring concert at Kingsbury Hall. All new members are included.
U Groups Offer Scholarships- Myrtle Austin, Dean of Women, announced that four girls will
be inducted into the scholastic hall of fame. One representative will be chosen from Cwean, the
Mortar Board, the Exchange Club, and AWS.
Lambda Delta Sigma Plans Spring Formal
‘Round the Campus- A list of what is happening around campus. Including the recent change to
the drafting of engineering and Medical students, a wedding shower for Mabel Jean Hanks, and
sorority and fraternity activities.
Carlson Hall- Elinor Culver, vice president, has announced plans for a house party for all
residents of Carlson Hall. Polly Wrathall is looking for talented students for the parties program.

Chi Delta Phi
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Braves Open Tennis Play Against Cougars Friday- Hap Carlston’s University of Utah tennis
squad will take on Buck Noxon’s BYU squad in the 1944 racquet opening. Players for both
teams are included.
Students See Redskin Hoop Films Monday- Footage of the University of Utah basketball
team’s victories against St. Johns and Dartmouth at Madison Square Garden has begun its tour of
Utah. The film has already been shown at Davis High School and for the Provo junior chamber
of commerce and will be shown in the Union building.

U to Receive New Case for Trophies- The Redskin basketball squad has already received
numerous favours and attended 18 different functions in their honour, and now they are receiving
a trophy case for the three trophies they won at Madison Square Garden. D. D. Moffat of the
Utah Copper Company is donating the case.
Gals Schedule Softball Tilts- An announcement for upcoming girl’s sporting events including a
softball tournament, a bowling competition, and opening for managing different women’s
sporting events.
WRA Accepts Applications- Applications for different women’s sports manager positions can
be handed into the WRA. The results for the most recent bowling competition are also listed.
43 Hopefulls Report for Track Drill-Ike Armstrong’s track team this year is 43 strong this
season. Even though meets with Colorado schools remain uncertain the team is still preparing for
the season. Team players are included.
Carlson Hall Girls Plan Activities- The women of Carlson Hall have organized two baseball
teams have been organized and members of a double quartette have been selected with Polly
Wrathall as chairman. The leaders of each baseball team and all members of the quartette are
included.
Library Donations
Postwar Planning
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U Medical Students to Stay in School- The University of Utah medical school moved up the
beginning of classes so that students who would otherwise be drafted will now be in school by
the time the recent changes to draft deferments takes place. 16 of the 35 students affected by the
changes will avoid the draft. Other colleges around the country are doing the same.
U Day Head Moves Up Celebration- The schedule for U Day activities has been set and the
dates changed by the U Day committee. The activities are included along with committee
members.
Med School Plans Wait May 10 Visit- Developments of the “situation” at the university
hospital are at a standstill. Plans to launch the proposed changes prior to the return of the

investigators: Dr Victor Johnson of the Council of Medical education and Fred C. Zapffe of
American Medical Colleges.
U Students OK Changes- All three amendments to the ASUU constitution passed at the student
elections. The first amendment changes the name of the “Master Minds and Artists” series. The
second amendment combines the activity of the drama dramatic association and Theta Alpha Phi
under the University theatre council and the third states that for students to win drama awards
their productions must be under control of the council.
ASUU Schedules Class Elections- Nominations for next year’s class officers will be made in
Kingsbury Hall. The sophomore, junior, and senior classes will each have four offices available.
The elections will be held in the Union building.
Newman Club
Chronicle Meeting
Game Room Open
Spring Unique Threatens Campus- The spring edition of the magazine the Unique is out next
week. The Unique will include jokes and a 10 page spread on the “navy radar boys”.
A Tense Moment
Engie School Plans Summer Program- Dean A. LeRoy Taylor announced that only freshman
courses will be available for the school of engineering over the summer. About half of the
school’s instructors will be affected by the change.
IK’s to Interview
U Theatre Opens Play Run- Romeo and Juliet has begun playing at the University theatre. The
play is presented by Theta Alpha Phi, directed by Dr C. Lowell Lees, and staged by Vern Adix.
According to Gail Plummer, theatre manager, the play is expected to be seen by more people
than any school production before.
Deadline Extended

1944 Summer Session to Begin June 12-  Dean John T. Wahlquist, director of the summer has
session, has announced when enrollment for the first summer term will open. Courses being
offered are listed along with other features of the summer session.
Paulson, Rich Smith Win Student Votes- Dick Smith has been elected student body president.
Except for one case, all other favorites were voted into office as well. The closest race was
between Mary Jane Rich and Shirl Nilson for student vice president. The other positions filled in
the election are included.
Darger Chosen AMS Head; Warner AWS- Robert Darger and Emma Lou Warner will lead
the associated men and women students next year. All other class representatives from the
election are included.
Mortar Board Plans U ‘Town Meeting’
AWS Sets Slate for Hall of Fame- Beverly Beesley, chairman of the AWS Hall of Fame,
announced when the ceremony will take place. Details for the celebration are provided, including
who is eligible for awards and what will be given out to the winners.
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We Say Thank You- A letter thanking everyone who has honoured and/or celebrated the
University of Utah basketball team after their recent championship. Those specifically mentioned
in the article include Dean Balliff, the Rotary Club, the Sons of Pioneers, the Alumni
Association, the ASUU and more.
Romeo and Juliet Shows Cream of U Thespians- A praise of the newest production by Theta
Alpha Phi, Romeo and Juliet. Exceptional cast members are listed along with a short description
of the play.
Employment Headache- The Pabst post-war employment awards are giving away prizes in
post-war employment plans. Dr Frederick C. Mills is the head of Columbia university's
economics department faculty who are acting as consultants to the board of judges for the
awards. The judges are included.
Youth Must Take War Seriously- A critique of college education that questions whether or not
college produces intelligent and critical individuals. The author explains that individuals are not
ever far removed from the changes of the world and should therefore be more involved.
Something About a Soldier- An update on two classmates at the University of Utah, Captain
Vaughn R. Moss and Weston C. Porter. Both men have spent almost 18 months in New Guinea
at a military base. Both men’s history in and out of the armed forces in included.
Jest in Passing- A series of jokes.
Letters to the Editor- Two letters to the editor. The first is from Stanley Russon, president of
Theta Alpha Phi, and concerns a recent article that attacked the consolidation of Theta Alpha Phi
and the Dramatic association. The second letter is from a sophomore who complains that there
are too many required classes outside his major that he must take in order to graduate.
About Men- A piece about the art of turning a husband out of a man. Also discusses the
conundrums that come with interacting with men.
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Greek Week on the Campus- The major activities for Greek Week are listed. Including a
dinner and dance for Alpha Delta Phi, Mrs Joseph Campbell is speaking for the Delta Eta
chapter, a dinner for the new Phi Delta Theta rushes, and more.
‘Round the Campus- A recount of the events around campus. The Sigma Chi’s had their spring
formal, the Pi Phi’s went to Wendover, a few coeds got engaged, and the Dee Gee’s had a party.
New members of Chi Omega are listed.
Deltas Schedule Spring Formal- The Delta Delta Delta spring formal will be held at the Hotel
Utah. Peggy Raffety, chairman of the event, says that the theme is a secret, but the Tri Delts will
serenade their dates during the event. A picture of Peggy Raffety is included.
Pen Deadline
WNAA Election
Chi Delta Phi
Orchesis Plans Dance Recital- Dances will be performed by the Orchesis society at their annual
dance review. The performance was prepared by members of the society under the direction of
Elizabeth R. Hayes. The music was composed by Marine Dewsnup.
A’la Board- The Mortar Board at the University of Washington sponsored discussion groups
concerning post-war policy. They then drafted resolution and sent it to their state representatives.
The University of Utah plans to do the same and hosting similar discussion groups.

Cwean to Honor Coeds at Tea- Laura Fox, president, announced that plans for the Cwean
honorary tea are underway. The tea will honor girls who excel both in and out of school.
Representatives from each class have been selected. Chairman of the tea is Betty Jayne Folland,
and her committee is included as well as special guests.
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Utes Meet Aggie Netters Friday- The University of Utah tennis team will face Utah State in
their first match of the season. Bob and Fred Lews, Mac Maesser and other leading players for
both teams are mentioned.
I-M Squads Await Softball Openers; Medics Capture Swimming Crown- A list of intramural
announcements. The softball squads are closed for entry and are waiting for dry-ground to begin
playing. Tennis and horseshoes are not included this year but the track meet is scheduled. The
Medics won the swim meet and the rest of the results are included.

Thinclads Intensify Practice- The track team is getting more serious, with coach Ike Armstrong
holding drills every day no matter the weather. Tom Panos from the football team is on the team
as well as Fred Sheffield.
Buffs Capture Crown in Relay Classic- The Colorado Buffs won the recent track meet at
Boulder with 15 points. Colorado College took home 7 points for second, and Kansas took home
only 2. The special events standings are included.
Women Enter Varied Slate- Four games of the intramural bowling tournament have been
played. Beth McCullcugh has the highest average of 150 and Mary Lou Merrill is the highest
scorer with 180. Members of the winning team are included. The tennis tournament will start
soon and some of the best players are listed. Badmitten has begun and baseball is scheduled.
12 Hoopsters Get Letters- 12 members of the championship basketball team are being awarded
letters this year. Fred Sheffield, Herb Wilkinson, Bob and Fred Lewis and the other eight athletes
are all listed along with which players have since joined the army.
Shooting the Bull with Hollstein- The article explains that americans will make time for their
sports no matter what. So the fact that a war is continuing had little effect on how much support
the University of Utah Basketball team received at their championship. THough, the author
admits that this is not the first year to go by during the war where there has been no swimming or
wrestling.
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“Orchesis Schedules Dance Concert Friday”: The concert will be held on Friday night at 8:15
at Kingsbury Hall, where tickets can be purchased. It will be a satirical characterization of
women’s domestic, industrial, and social life.
“Regents to Give Med Statement”: University board of regents met to discuss the medical
school situation. During the meeting, they also accepted the resignation of Charles C. Johnson
from the Head of Pharmacology and Physiology department.
“Glee Club Plans Tour Through Southern Utah”: The glee club will travel to Springville,
American Fork, Payson, Lehi, and Spanish Fork. The program will include the men’s glee club,
featured pianists, and the ladies trio.
“Ohio Doctor to Lecture”: Dr. Lawrence H. Snyder, professor of medical genetics at Ohio
State University, will lecture on May 10 at Kingsbury Hall. In his lecture, “Heredity and Modern
Life” he will discuss how little is known in the world of genetics, but the knowledge is still
invaluable.
“U Day Plans Include New Fete Events”: Sororities are planning open houses that will take
place after male students will take buses up to the block “U” on the hillside to give it its annual
whitewashing. The U Day assembly will be held the following morning in Kingsbury Hall.
“U To Elect Class Officers Friday”: Ballots for senior, junior, and sophomore class officers
will be cast tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Union. Freshman officers will be elected
next fall.
“Phi Beta Kappa Names 6 Members”
“Arts Academy Plans Exhibit”: An exhibition of student and faculty artwork will be on display
in the Union ballroom on May 6. Featured will be the winning pieces from the Apmin fine arts
contest held last quarter.
“Veterans Meeting”

“Glamor Guys, Girls Adorn Office Walls”: Members of publications have started collections
of pin up pictures on their walls. The Chronicle has male movie stars, Ingrid Bergman, Vic
Mature’s autograph, and a sketch of a cow.
“Business Instructors Leave University”
“WNAA Elects, Sets Initiation Date”: Renee Leigh has been elected president of WNAA after
the elections held in the Kingsbury Hall on Thursday. After the pledge test is given on May 11,
an initiation breakfast will be held on May 13.
“Caps and Gowns”
“Graduation List”
“AWS Makes Plans For Hall of Fame”: The Hall of Fame annually pays tribute to exemplary
University women. Alpha Lambda and other societies will select members to be honored.
“Special ‘Honor Day’ Set By Chairman”: Stan Darger will replace Anna Margaret Cameron as
chairman of Honor Day. Honor day will include the distribution of the year’s final edition of the
Chronicle in addition to winners of the highest awards.
“Resolutions Go To Congress”: Resolutions about United States foreign policy were discussed
at a University town meeting and sent to Utah’s senior senator Elbert D. Thomas. The
resolutions were discussed by the State College of Washington and amended at the Sunday
meeting.
List of Advertisements:
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“The Minority Rules”: Affiliate groups are in charge of the school due to the fact that only
those that are affiliated vote. Only 40% of the student body voted in the election.

“Iowa State Pen Writes A Letter To Patricia Shea”: Patricia Shea receives a letter from the
Iowa state penitentiary. They also sent a copy of the letter to the Utah Pen by mistake. A copy of
the letter is enclosed.
“Jest in Passing”: A list of short quotes and sayings that are common and humorous.
“Letter to the Editor”: M.B. details how much he or she liked the most recent play put on by
the theater department. J.J. discusses the downsides of sororities and the possibility of getting rid
of them like Stanford has done.
“44 Campus Outlook Appears Encouraging”: There will still be a number of men on campus
due to students being under draft age, medical students, or enrolled in the veteran’s rehabilitation
program. The number of women is expected to stay the same or even grow as Dean Angelman
prepares for 2000 to 2500 students.
“Same Old Story”: U of U students are giving away their tickets to the general public, which is
hurting the theater department. The theater department is not receiving ticket revenue because of
the amount of students giving their tickets away.
“Afterthoughts”: A list of 3 deep and thought provoking quotes.
“Something About A Soldier”: A brief piece discussing former Utah students who are currently
deployed and getting honored. The names are listed along with their rank and where they are
deployed around the world.
“About Men . . .”: A satirical piece telling girls what to do when both of their boyfriends are
home from the war at the same time. It goes into detail about how to avoid the awkward situation
where they both find out they are not the only man in the girl’s life.
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Articles:
“Greek Week On Campus”: A list of the different greek organizations’ activities throughout
the pledge week. The activities range from songfest for the Phi Delts to a Pi Phi fashion show.
“PiKA To Choose Dream Girl”
“Speech Arts”
“Greek Groups Pledge Members”: List of all pledges for greek organizations separated by the
fraternity or sorority.
“Coed Swing Into Spring in Latest Fashions”: At the Cwean Honor tea, women were wearing
the latest fashions like silk formals and plaid taffetas. New coats and hats were also on display at
the tea.
“Publications Council”: A list of amusing anecdotes.
“Round the Campus”: A list of happenings which occurred on campus during the week. The
highlight of the list was the Tri Delt formal which was held on the Roof on Saturday.
“College in War Time”: The women on campus are reveling in the lack of men due to the war.
They wait for the furlough time, but until then they are attending their classes and succeeding.
“Law Professor Publisher Book”: Dr. Dwight A. Pomeroy announced the publication of his
fourth book, designed for high school students. The topics discussed are the daily affairs of the
common man.
“Record Review . . .”: A suggestion for people whose records are starting to wear down is
followed by a review of Artie Burns’ most recent album. Glenn Miller’s orchestra is previewed
and advertised.
“Medical Students Schedule Dance”: Semi-semester dance dance of the med students will be
held on May 6 at the Lafayette Ballroom. Roy Palmer and his orchestra will provide the music.
List of Advertisements
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Articles:
“Tennis Squad Rates .500 at Midpoint”
“Shooting the Bull with Hollstein”: Recap of the sports that happened around the campus.
Frank Christensen and Jack Johnson acquired all-american football recognition, while Bob
Chipman and Dick Palmer excelled in track and field. The football team lost to BYU and a
wrestling meet was canceled because nobody could make weight.
“Braves Trip Aggies, Lose to Cougars”
“Y Meets USAC Friday; Utes Battle Alumni”: BYU beat Utah on the tennis courts, before
Utah would meet in an alumni battle. The Aggies will need Clint Nelson and Dale Lewis to beat
the Cougars.
“Alpha Kappa Psi”
“Redskins Down Logan in Initial Contest”: The Ute tennis squad walked over the Aggies 5-0
on Friday. Dick Warner, Fred Lewis, Bob Lewis, Mack Maeser, Emma Lou Warner, and Donna
Hursler all posted wins to help the Utes to victory.
“State to Give Utes Plaque”: The Utah State department of publicity and industrial
development will give Utah a plaque in honor of the national championship winning basketball
team. The plaque will be placed in the Union building.
“Hugh Cannon Dominates Penn Relays”
“Professor Griffiths Dies of Lingering Illness”: Associate professor James Ruel Griffiths, 60,
died Tuesday of a lingering illness. A member of the physical education staff, he was generally
regarded as the leading authority in Utah in the recreation field.

“Tourneys Set In WRA Play”: Inclement weather is delaying the tennis tournament, while the
badminton tournament is entering the second round of play. The Aquamaids are preparing for the
swim meet.
“Boxing Meet Set Today In Men’s Gym”: Fighters from 4 intramural boxing squads will
compete today at 5:30 in the semifinal match of the tourney. Classes are 136, 147, 160, 175
pounds, and heavyweight.
List of Advertisements
University Bookstore advertising for stationery.
Sagris Photo Studio advertising for Mother’s Day photos.
National Department Store advertising for summer golf apparel.
C.I. advertising for their doughnuts.
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“Utes Await Songfest Tonight”
“Vote Names Crowder as Queen”: Carolyn Crowder was voted to rule during the annual U
Day Festivities. Finishing behind her were Marian Harner and Dantzel White.
“Students Elect Class Officers”: Milton Holstein and Keith Berntson tied for sophomore class
president, the first tie since 1941. Howard Erickson and Bessie Peck were elected to senior
president and vice-president positions, respectively. The Junior class will be led by Fred
Sheffield, president, and Bonnie Howells, vice-president.
“Students Write Radio Scripts”

“Students Show Talent in U Art Exhibit”: Student and faculty art will be on display in the
Union building by the Art Guild. The art ranges from real life art like W. Dean Belnap’s piece to
animal life by Sheila Woolsey.
“Groups to Name Mortar Board, Spurs Wednesday”: The Hall of Fame will be held on May
17 in the Union Ballroom. Women from all classes will be honored for their noteworthy
accomplishments in scholarship and extracurricular activities. 47 new spurs will be recognized, 4
from each of the campus sororities and 15 independent coeds.
“Medical Students Defeat Faculty”
“Many Seek Top Positions on U Publications”: Prospective leaders of university publications
will present their qualifications for editorship on Monday. Interviews will begin at 4 p.m. on
Monday in the Union building. All present managers and editors will be required to be there to
give recommendations.
“Med School Continues U Inquiries”: Early this week a summary of minutes from a joint
meeting of the U of U board of regents and administration council was released to the public.
The second visit would not make a second investigation and would definitely either accredit or
discredit the school.
“Hillis Lory to Lecture at University”: “Know your enemy. . . Japan” will be the topic of
Lory’s lecture, who was formerly of Hokkaido Imperial University of Japan. Students may
exchanged student activity coupon number 12 at the Extension division office for a ticket to the
lecture.
“Geneticist Speaks”
“Rally, Open House Begin Activities”: Classes will be dismissed after 2 p.m. with the men
going up the hill to whitewash the U. The parade will take place at the completion of the rally at
2:15. A street dance will begin at the same time as open houses and will conclude at 5:30 p.m.
The traditional U dance will begin at 9:30 p.m. in the Union building.
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“We Don’t Go For Crumbs”: The chronicle received a complaint, criticizing the coverage of
the Phi Beta Kappa story last week. The chronicle apologized but also goes on to defend their
actions by saying that they did not receive the story. They would have given the story top
publicity if the story had been released to them first but they did not.
“Something About A Soldier”: A section detailing the actions of Utah students deployed
overseas. Chick Gowans’ location was undisclosed, but Jack Schilling is a lieutenant in the South
Pacific Theater. Lieutenant Jerry Clark is now instructing pilots in Sanford, Florida.
“Library Has Good Books: Also Textbooks”: A fun story published to amuse rather than
instruct. It details the adventure the writer took going through the library stacks and pulled
characters and situations from real books.
“Jest In Passing”: A collection of sayings and humorous one liners.
“Letters to the Editor”: The first letter complains that there is not enough opportunity for
publicity and points out that the Chronicle should shoulder some of that burden. The second is
another complaint, this time concerning the election of Pi Beta Kappa members. The third is a
call for more interest in the going ons that are occurring on campus.
“Dean Predicts Future of Fraternities in ‘45”: Only 5 fraternities will be continuing next year:
Sigma Chi, Beta Theta Pi, Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Nu, and Pi Kappa Alpha. Sigma Pi and Kappa
Sigma have dropped active participation because of lack of numbers.
“Some Comic Relief”: Excerpts from letters received in relief offices in Arkansas and
Tennessee.
List of Advertisements
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Articles:
“Round the Campus”: The country club was the sight of the Pi Phi Fathers-and-daughters
party. AD Pis attended their spring formal on Saturday. Alpha Chi house had a banquet to
celebrate their new actives.
“Apmin Sets Tea For Aspirants”: Apmin extended an invitation to all girls interested in joining
the sorority. A short program will be presented by the members. Highlight of the afternoon will
be the awards ceremony.
“Tau Kappa Alpha Initiates Six”
“Chi Delta Phi Sponsors Talk”: Professor Brewster Ghiselin will speak Tuesday at 5 p.m. in
Union 411. Anyone interested in writing is invited.
“Pi Beta Phi Sets Fashion Show”: The Pi Phi fashion show will take place on May 13 in the
Union ballroom. A card party will begin at 2 p.m. and throughout the afternoon there will be a
candy sale and the fashion show. Tickets are 75 cents.
“Carlson Hall Sets Formal”
“Jerry McCarthy Is Dream Girl of Pi K. A”: The Pi Kappa Alpha brothers’ dream girl has
been revealed as Jerry McCarthy. Friday night at their spring formal, Jerry will be serenaded by
the Pi K. A.’s. Jerry is a freshman who is part of Alpha Lambda Delta and the trotters club.
“Greek Week on Campus”: Margery Gray has been elected to replace Jane Bracken Korns as
the Delta Delta Delta sorority treasurer. Phi Delta will be throwing a house party for their new
pledges Saturday night. Mrs. Smith new housemother of AD Pi and the other mothers will be
honored at a tea this Sunday.
“Spring Fashions”: Kappa Marj Bybee is in a bright yellow sweater and skirt combination. Pi
Phi Renee Shepherd will take her last college exam turquoise sweater and a white, blue, and pink
skirt. Mary Thorne shows off her Tri Delt pin on her beige sweater with flowers.
“A’la Boards”: The Mortar Board basis of selection was their motto, scholarship, leadership,
and service. They are happy with their selections and are confident that the student population
will be too.
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“Utes Engage Cougars At Y Friday”: Utah States performance last week moved the tennis
competition into a three-way tie. The Aggies edged out Buck Dixon’s team last week. Utah had
previously beaten the Aggies, while the Cougars upset the Utes.
“Softball Wind Up Tabbed as Feature of U Day”: Finalists in the intramural softball league
will meet on Friday on Cummings Field designed as part of the annual U day festivities. The
softball windup will conclude the intramural slate for the year with the exception of the annual
track meet.
“Track Squad Slates Initial Intersquad Spring Meets”: First intersquad meets for the Utah
track team will be conducted this week. Fred Sheffield took his first jumps last week.
“WRA Annual Spring Spread Set Next Week”: Members of the WRA will meet on May 19
for their annual fun fest and get-together at the Spring Spread. Trophies will be presented for the
individual high score winners in the bowling tournament. The WRA also intends to participate in
the intercollegiate telegraphic archery tournament.
“Buffs Capture Meet”
“Hall Baseball Team”
“Shooting the Bull”: W. G. Bramham has objected in a lengthy statement to ball clubs signing
players before they have finished their college terms. The U of U has no baseball team, but a lot
of baseball players. Arnold Ferin and Fred Sheffield will be back next year for U of U basketball.
List of Advertisements
Bill Telephone System advertising phones through propaganda

Leyson-Pearsall Co. Jewelers
Coca cola advertising through more propaganda
Sagris photo studio advertising for mother’s day pictures
Arrow Shirts advertising tips for seamstresses
University bookstore advertising for stationery.
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“Council Announces ‘45 Publication Leaders”
“Nine Coeds Named to Honor Club”: On the basis of scholarship, leadership, and service, the
Mortar Board gained 8 new members. The highest honor for female junior students was given to
Esther Felkner, Verna Greaves, Frances Johnson, Beth McCullough, Mary Jane Rich, Winona
Simonsen, Emma Lou Warner, Beth West, and Midge Thomas.
“Theta Alpha Phi Elects Members”: Members of Theta Alpha Phi will meet Thursday to
pledge as apprentices. Mabel Christensen, Katherine Romney, Enid Ryberg, Charles, LAnge,
Douglas Haynes, Albert Southwick, Les Brown, Barbara Normon, Harold Collinpriest, Peggy
Mitchell and Margaret Mace.
“Spurs Choose 50 New Members”: Freshman girls were waiting in suspense through the Hall
of Fame for the new Spurs to be announced for next year. Numerous scholarships were awarded
to women who have maintained high averages during their college careers.
“Utonion Has Office; Office Hours”: The Utonion office is located in the Union building on
the fourth floor, just 10 steps southeast of the Chronicle doors.
“Examiners Accept U Med School”: The future of the 4 year medical school looked good as
Dr. Victor Johnson and Dr. Fred Zappfe left on Saturday. They assured staff that they would
recommend its acceptance to national accrediting bodies.

“School Offers Pilot Training”: Civil pilot training will be given during the summer session.
These late afternoon and evening classes will include meteorology, navigation, civil aeronautics
regulations, and economics in aviation.
“U Schedules 75th Annual Graduation”: Harvey Fletcher and Reverend Dunne G. Hunt have
been named as respective speakers for commencement and baccalaureate services. Highlighted
by the baccalaureate speech, Sunday will be the busiest day of the commencement program.
“Eight Attain Editor, Manager Positions”: Chosen by the publications council after interviews
and tests, 8 students were named to head editorial staffs of publications next year. Bob Cutler has
been named as future editor for 1944-45. He is also president-elect of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
“Alpha Chi, Sigma Chi Win Songfest”: On Thursday, Sigma Chi and Alpha Chi were named
winners of the annual songfest during the U Day celebrations. U day festivities began with a
rally and the traditional hike to whitewash the block U. Delta Gammas won the sorority relays.
Alpha Delta Pi placed second in the relays.
“National Meet Discusses Bill”
“‘I am an American’ Day”
List of Advertisements
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“University to Graduate 296 Senior Students”: A total of 296 students will graduate on
Tuesday at the 75th annual graduation ceremony. Schools of education, arts and sciences,
business, law, and social work, along with graduate students, will all graduate.

“Hillis Lory Appraises Strength of Japan”: In his lecture on Friday night in Kingsbury Hall,
Lory claimed that Japan does not have a one-man government, but instead is controlled by
military leaders who have the support of the people. They are no longer a “have not” nation, and
have a plentiful supply of resources.
“Eight Attain Editor, Manager Positions” cont from pg 1: Virginia Beesley will act as Ms.
Robinson’s business manager, and she is a member of Chi Omega and Alpha Lambda Delta. Phi
Eta Sigma initiated 11 freshman men who made a gpa average of 2.5 or over for two consecutive
quarters this year.
List of Advertisements
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“It’s All Over Now”: It’s time to forget the med school row. Because of the full cooperation
between faculty members and students and a real effort to forget the row, there should be no
further damage.
“Sad But True”: The chronicle objects to the fact that campus organizations have such definite
coalitions. This year’s elections have been worse than any in previous years, because of the spite
that has been evident in the campaign talk and policies.
“Afterthoughts”
“I Listened to Soap Operas; Never Again”: Qualities of a soap opera. There must be a
commercial announcer along with two or more actors who can break into floods of tears at the
drop of a script.
“Jest In Passing”: A list of short quotes and sayings that are common and humorous.

“Letters to the Editor”: The first writer calls the Chronicle into action to serve as arbitrator for
the sake of the unity of the group that it serves. The second writer praises the Chronicle for how
it handled the Pi Beta Kappa situation.
“Something About a Soldier”: David Fulmer is now a captain stationed in England, while John
Vieta is also a captain stationed in England, but in a hospital. Jules Roberts received his second
lieutenant’s commission and is stationed in Arizona. Lt. Colonel Lorin Briggs is stationed at
Mitchell Field, Long Island.
“Coeds Disprove ‘Dumb and Beautiful’ Theory”: Girls on the rolls of various campus
organizations came together to contribute to the war effort. 1,683 hours were spent in duties of
the office of the Office of Civilian Defense, USO, Snack Bar, and Red Cross Canteen. One
Group has made paper hospital bags and contributed to the costume jewelry drive.
“Writer Describes U Day Sorority Relays”: There are 8 sororities on campus and they ran out
of men after they had outfitted the third one; they found more somewhere on campus. Because of
the great number of 4-F’s running this year, the girls were stationed at various positions along
the track with bottles of stimulants. Following tradition, Delta Gamma invited the winning team
to their house for dinner.
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“Round the Campus”: The U day dance on Friday night was a fitting end for the U day
festivities. Carolyn Crowder, along with her attendants Dantzel White and Marian Harner, were
the ladies of the evening. Bruce Lloyd, U Day chairman, announced the songfest winners at
11:15 p.m. There will be a banquet Sunday honoring new Beta actives.
“Cwean Breakfast”

“Newman Club”
“Fine Arts Sorority Elects New Officers”
“Sponsor Program”
“Wave to Speak”
“Merle Tietjen Chosen Miss Utonian”: Mary Jane rich, Utonion editor, revealed the identity of
Miss Utonion. Merle Tietjen was chosen from 11 campus women by 3 movie scouts from
Universal Motion Picture. Beauty was the only basis by which the coeds were judged. Tietjen’s
picture will be on the first page of the 1945 edition of the Utonion.
“Greek Week On Campus”: Marjorie Roberts was in charge of the Founders' banquet last
Monday night given by the Alpha Delta Pi. Delta Gammas will hold their annual spring formal
Friday night at the Country Club. Pi Phi's held a fashion show last the proceeds of which went
to the national physiotherapy fund.
“Home Econ Club Plans Tea and Fashion Show”
“Omnicron Nu Meets”
“Red Cross Campus Unit Names 1944-45 Officers”: Kathryn Tempest, Red Cross chairman,
announced this week that a college unit has been organized and officers elected. Mary Wright, Pi
Beta Phi, was elected president, while Laura Fox, was elected vice-president.
“Carlson Hall Sets Formal”: “Maytime” is the theme and Saturday is the night of the spring
formal dance at Carlson Hall. The dance is under the direction of Marion Davis. The main event
will be the presentation of a May Queen.
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Articles
“Examiners Name Utah Paper As Pacemakers”: Totalling 1115 points to establish a record at
the University of Utah, the Chronicle has been given an All-American Pacemaker rating for the
third time in its history. 248 papers entered in the national contest which was judged by the
Associated Collegiate Press. 6 of those received the Pacemaker Award.
“Award List Includes 154 Braves”: 154 U students will receive ASUU awards as a result of
their activities this year. The list of students equalled 400 or more, but many were disqualified
due to ineligibility.
“Honor Day to Feature Woman of the Year”: Highlighted by the presentation of the “Woman
of the Year” award, annual Honor Day will feature an assembly at which all awards may be
presented. In addition, outstanding freshman will be awarded and the newly elected ASUU
officers will be introduced.
“Engies Plan to Hold Meet at U”: The Utah section of the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical engineers will hold its annual May meeting at the University. President LeRoy
Cowles and Dean A. LeRoy Taylor will give the address of welcome. Papers from the theses of
graduating seniors will be presented by the seniors after a dinner in the Little Theater of the
Union.
“Apmin Plans Award Tea For New Officers”
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Articles
“Women Get Awards at Annual Spreads”: In their traditional spring laden setting, members
of WRA will gather Saturday to eat, make merry, and receive awards for outstanding athletic
activities during the past school year. The location has not yet been determined, but it will be an
all outdoors affair.
“Aggies Seek Sports Revival”: USAC regents appointed Dick Romney as athletic director and
football coach for the school next year. The stand in favor of resumption of intercollegiate
athletics at the AC next season. The college dropped all sports except tennis this year and an
unofficial basketball team “represented” the school.
“Utes Bid for Net Title Against AC Friday”: Utah State holds the key for the 5th straight
championship for the University of Utah tennis team. After losing to BYU and beating Utah
State at home, the Utes need to travel to Logan to secure the state net title.
“Knights Induct 8 Men Sunday”
“Track Squads Meet Today in I-M Final”: The final event of the 1943-44 intramural season
will be at 5 p.m. on the Ute cinder oval between the track squads. Track lettermen and tracksters
working out with the team will be banned to prevent any advantage.
“Dee Gee Team Wins Relays”: A fleet quartette won the sorority relays for Delta Gamma on
Friday. 8 different squads entered into the 800-yard contest. The relay squads were comprised of
varsity track squad runners.
“Shooting the Bull”: Utah’s thin clads will be presented at the Western AAU track and field
meet under the light at Denver. The Ute athletic council met yesterday to consider problems
facing the small Utah squad. Only half a dozen Ute trackmen could be tabbed accurately as
representative.
“Postwar Plans Again”: Graduate manager Keith Brown has some postwar athletic programs in
mind for Utah athletics. After the war, the U may angle for an invitational annual track meet or
basketball tournament. Keith is confident that Salt Lakers could support a casaba tournament.
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“ASUU Honors Shirley Bangerter, Bob Lewis”: Climax of the Honor Day Assembly was
Shirley Bangerter winning woman of the year and Bob Lewis winning outstanding freshman.
The two were chosen according to the beehive point system. They were selected by a special
committee of students and faculty.
“Mortar Board Holds Election”: Beth West of Chi Omega was elected president of Mortar
Board for 1944-45 at a meeting last Friday. “Mortar Board will hold its annual initiation banquet
Saturday in the Newhouse Hotel. Senior and alumnae will meet a week from Sunday for
breakfast.
“Five Enter Finals In Speech Contest”: 13 manuscripts of speeches on “Varsity Views on
Winning the Peace” entered the finals last night. From these 13, 5 were selected for the final
contest, which will be held in the Unitarian Church on Sunday evening.
“Issue Date of Annual Set June 5”: Extra pictures cause delay in planned Utonian circulation.
The campus yearbook will make its first appearance on June 5th. The book will not come out
earlier because it contains more pictures and color plates than any previous Utonian.
“Three Hundred Seniors Await Annual Graduation Ceremony”
“Spring Quarter ‘Pen’ Tops Former Issues”: Marked by an unusual variety of offerings in
both prose and poetry, the Spring quarter issue of the “Pen” made its appearance Thursday.
Professor Lewis Zucher of the English department contributed an essay on forms of personal
religion.
“Unique Ignores Ruling Against Publishing Obscene Literature”: Ignoring the warning of
the Postmaster General that obscene literature is not to go through the mails, the staff will send

copies of pulp mags to all the men in the armed forces. 500 will be mailed out of the 600 printed.
One feature of the Unique will be pictures of ASUU officers taken during their younger days.
“Hill Field Has Summer Job For Students”: Students and instructors who are free for the
summer may plunge directly into the war effort by taking vacation jobs at at Hill Field
headquarters of the Ogden Air Service Command. Positions are available for seasonal
employment requiring no other training than a brief orientation period. Steady employment also
awaits applicants in scores of jobs at Hill Field.
“1944 Class is Smallest For Years”: Three honor societies plan ceremonies. June 6 will mark
the completion of four years of successful study for 300 senior students as they go to receive
their diplomas in Kingsbury Hall.
“U Honors Seniors At Dinner Dance”
“Business Group Presents Award”
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“Sororities Should Stay”: Neal van Sony from Stanford University has called sororities
undemocratic, unpatriotic, frivolous, and time wasting. Dean Austin says that sororities are social
minded in the right sense. Sororities sold $96,000 in war bonds during the war.
:
“Annual Swan Song”: Staff members of the Chronicle deserve praise for their work this year.
They thank both staff members and other Salt Lake newspapers. The Deseret News, Salt Lake
Tribune, and The Telegram all contributed cuts to the Chronicle.

“Scribe Reviews Highlights Of Past Year”: With the last issue of the Chronicle comes the
traditional review of the outstanding events of the past year. The ASTP moves out. Vic Mature,
Errol Flynn, and Jed Shields all came to campus within two months. Don O’Neil takes over east
lounge.
“Jest in Passing”: A list of short quotes and sayings that are common and humorous.
“Letters to the Editor”: Felton T. Jones airs out his complaint that the plays were not critiqued
fairly. He claims that some of the critics did not give credit for the tremendous amount of effort
and labor. Art Monsey updates everyone on the status of the 50 engineers that left for the navy.
They are currently stationed near the Great Lakes.
“Disabled War Veterans Organize Fraternity”: The organization of Rho Sigma Nu for
students who have been honorably discharged occurred this week. The greek letters all stand for
the words Returned Service Men. Newly elected officers of the unit are Pat Wilde, president,
John Anderson, first vice-president, Preston Harris, second vice-president, Theron Moffett,
secretary, and Donald C. Roe, treasurer.
“U Students Show Little Interest In Government”: A poll was done on students ahead of the
election this year. Out of 100 students, 16 planned to vote for Roosevelt, 17 for Dewey or the
other Republican candidate, and 67 were undecided. When questioned on why they could not
choose, 56 of these said that they did not care or were uninterested in affairs that did not concern
them.
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“Round the Campus”: Delta Gammas and their dates danced at the Country Club on Friday
evening. Chi O’s threw a party at the house Saturday night and everybody and their dates

showed up. Lambda Delta Sigmas gathered in the Union ballroom for a banquet and to hear who
the new chapter officers are.
“Greek Week on the Campus”: The seniors are in the Greek limelight this week as they are
being feted at the senior breakfast by their respective groups. Final plans are being made by the
Alpha Delta Pi’s for their senior breakfast which will be given the first part of June. The Alpha
Chi’s announce the pledging of Billie Winters. Twelve graduating seniors of Delta Delta Delta
sorority will be honored at their senior breakfast.
“WNAA Initiation”
“Home Econ Group Plans Breakfast”
“Medics Schedule Canyon Party”: University of Utah medics will hold their annual canyon
party on June 2 at Washington Park. All medical classes and faculty are invited to attend. The
freshman and sophomores will play their softball game.
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“Kerr Tennis Finals Set Today”: Jack Greenhalgh and Rich Warner are set to take the U courts
in the finals of the Annual Kerr Invitational Medal Tournament. The Memorial Award is
presented annually by Dr. Walter A. Kerr in memory of his brother.
“Spring Spread Reset For Thursday; Tri Delts Win Track Tourney”: Members of the WRA
are determined to beat any bad weather which might prevent their annual outdoor Spring Spread.
The Spread was already postponed from Saturday to Thursday and will be held from 5 to 7 p.m.

at Fairmont Park. Tickets for the spread may be purchsed by any coed interested from sorority
WRA representatives or members of the WRA council for 25 cents.
“Pi Kaps Take Track Title”: Pi Kappa Alpha fielded a balanced squad which was only shutout
of one event. They won the annual intramural track meet last Thursday by putting up 55 points.
Sigma Chi finished second, Phi Delta Theta finished third, and Beta Theta Pi finished fourth.
Sigma Chi was awarded the year-round intramural cup for scoring the most points across all 3
school quarters.
“Small U of U Group Enters AAU Meet”: A small but high geared Utah track team travels to
Denver tonight where they will compete in the intermountain west’s outstanding cinder fest, the
AAU tournament. Originally, the Utes had planned on entering 8 men, but revised their plans
because they could not obtain gas for the station wagon. Meanwhile, the University of Utah
athletic council cleared the way for sending the school’s top cinder and tennis performers to
national meets.
“Eight Players Recommended for Net Awards”
List of Advertisements
Advertisement for Ute Hamburger
The Boston Store advertising for their post-season clearance sale
LDS Business College advertising for summer jobs
Firmage For Men advertising for a sports coat
University Book Store advertising for class of ‘44 pins
List of Cartoons and Art
Pictures of Rich Warner, Arnie Ferrin, and George Bettridge
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“College ‘Who’s Who’ Lists 25 Outstanding Students”: Twenty-five University of Utah
students were chosen for the “Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universities,” a list which
biographs the top students in the nation. Listed among the recipients from the University of Utah
are as follows: Howard Eriksen, Beth McCullough, Betty Booth, Frances Ellen Anderson,
Marian Foote, Jack Okland, Deone Robinson, Virginia Beesley, Beth Calder, Robert Cutler,
Arnold Ferrin, Barbara Paulson, Fred Sheffield, Emma Lou Warner, Barbara Hillman West, Joy
Wilson, Frank Wood, Barbara Wright, Richard Warner, Helen Keeley, Midge Thomas, Winona
Simonsen, Mary Jane Rich and Esther Felkner. Only 24 of the 25 students are listed, and those
chosen answered questionnaires and received “keys” to signify the honor.
“Cwean Pledges Fourteen Junior Utah Coeds”: Fourteen junior coeds were nominated for the
Cwean honorary service society, which requires that a coed must be a junior student, maintain at
least a 1.8 GPA and participate in at least two extra-curricular activities. The coeds were
nominated by Winona Simonsen, president of the Cwean honorary service society. They are
listed as follows: Mary Beth Wheeler, Ellen Woolley, Joy Wilson, Dantzel White, Barbara
White, Francis Ellen Anderson, Helen Cassity, Virginia Beesley, Shirley Stuart, Mary Moreton,
LaRue Maw, Lois Nielsen, Bonnie Howells and Barbara Paulson.
“Staff Slates Publication”: The Pen, the campus literary magazine released a new issue on
Wednesday, November 22. It featured an ink drawing by Douglas Snow; sketches concerning
experiences in the navy by Lora Lee Huff; poetry by Norman A. Brittin, Emily Barlow, Gail
Chugg, Norma Schmutz and Bette Pomerance; short Stories by Stephen Bogden and Algene
Ballif; and a satirical article titled, “Too Much Realism” by Margie Clegg. The Pen also
announced the addition of an art section featuring the best wood-cuttings done by students every
quarter. The Pen staff includes: Emily Barlow, Beverly Burt, Virginia Leary, Norma Schmutz,
Mary Rose Allen, Elizabeth Hellyard, Douglas Snow and editor Deone Robinson.
“Field Official For Red Cross Visits Campus”: Etta May Rose, special field representative for
college units of the American Red Cross in the Pacific area, visited campus and met with the
university’s chairman of the campus unit, Mary Wright. They discussed the program for
organizing the unit, which was one of 30 in the Pacific area, volunteer service, training courses
and assistance with the fund drives.
“Thomas Completes Volume Dealing With Utah Agencies”: Former university president, Dr.
George Thomas, had just completed a new book titled, “Utah State Government and Federal
Agencies,” which dealt with the history of Utah and its federal agencies and bureaus. Thomas
was working on a second book concerning economics and the article lists his works. They are:

“European Constitutions,” “Civil Government of Utah,” and “The Development of Insitutions
under Irrigation.” Dr. Thomas is also listed in the “Who’s Who in American Education,” list, and
was president of the University from 1921 to 1941.
“Williams Sums Up Career in Theater”: Joe Williams, Kingsbury Hall stage manager, will be
retiring and moving on to the Deseret theater after 13 years. Williams, who began his career with
the Chautauqua drama organization, is greatly loved by the drama department and will be
missed, the article states. Along with traveling with the Chautauqua organization, Williams has
toured to Australia and performed with famous actors, like Robert Young. He began his career at
Kingsbury hall on January 6, 1931, under the direction of Maude May Babcock.
“Lees Picks Cast for Second Play”: Dr. C. Lowell Lees, director of “Skin of Our Teeth,” by
Thornton Wilder, has chosen the cast for the play’s upcoming showings on November 16, 17 and
18 at Kingsbury Hall. It is the second play in the University Theater series. The cast is listed as
follows: Omer Morris, announcer; Pauline Strong Hunt, Sabina; Fred Harris, Mr. Fitzpatrick;
Wanda Clayton Thomas, Mrs. Antrobus; Calvin Robbins, Dinosaur; Marian Foster, Mammoth;
Doug Snow, Telegram Boy; Jayne Broadbent, Gladys; Joseph Brywater, Henry; Ken Heggard,
Mr. Antrobus; Winfield Angleman, Doctor; George Lidke, Professor; Alburn Shields, Judge;
Fred Barker, Homer; Mabel Christensen, Miss E. Muse; Beverly Flanro, Miss T. Muse; Frances
Mazas, Miss M. Muse; Jean Jones, Usher; Marilyn Tueller, Usher; Patricia Packard, Fortune
Teller; DeVirl Stewart, Chair Pusher; Winfield Angleman, Chair Pusher; Henri, Lifeguard;
Charles Lange; Henri; Doug Snow; Glen Slight; George Lidke; Nick Smith; Robert Jerrell;
Glenn Stevens; Calvin Robbins; Bob Anderson as Converners; Omer Morris, Broadcast Official;
Alburn Shields, Defeated Candidate; Fances Mazas, Lester; Karma Jeanne Kullimore, Ivy; Fred
Barker, Fred Bailey. Tryouts for the upcoming production of “Knickerbocker Holiday,” which is
set to show on January 25, 26 and 27 are requested to contact Dr. Lees immediately.
“Unique Borrows Chrony Staff Member, Theme for Edition”: The campus humor magazine,
the Unique, has a new edition that will be released Monday. The magazine changed its name to,
“the University of Utah Unique,” and is no longer just a picture magazine. The newest edition
will contain articles from Esther Felkner and Bette Pomerance, with cartoons by Evelyn Wilson.
The Unique is staffed by: Pat Rice, Marian Foote, Better Pomerance, Beth Calder and Joyce
Woolley.
“GIs Name Little Black Dog To Be Fieldhouse Mascot”: A small black dog that has been
roaming campus has been named by campus GIs as the mascot for the fieldhouse—AKA the
“Big Bedroom. The mascot is known as Wacky by some people on campus, but the GIs refer to
it as Snafu. The article also mentions the ASUU dance and homecoming Queen Miss Bette
McTavish, escorted by Dick Keeman. GIs mentioned are: Keith Thompson, Joe Cleary, Dave
Bowman, Sam Westman, Chuck Haight and Art Gabriel. Students named are: Charles Dalton,
Bob Gosney, Rod Smith, James McKenna and Grant Little.
“Music Units Names 31 New Members On Basis of Ability”: Beta Delta Mu, honorary music
sorority names 31 new members into the unit, based on outstanding musical ability. They are
listed as follows: Virginia Carlisle, Dorothy Beal, Helen Jean Covey, Margaret Mace, Ardath
Lym, Marian Lois Smith, Shirley Linford, Marian Davis, Barbary McKean, Pauline Wrathall,

LaNore Christenson, Margaret Diehl, Marjorie Merrill, Carma Rae Davis, Ada Lou Walker,
Avon Allen, Thelma Reeve, Alice Marilyn Wood, Irene Evans, Florence Wood, Virginia Moyle,
Ila Holt, Mary Elen Bennett, Hean Ranck, Myrelle Eccles, Mary Evelyn Glezas, Ida Young,
Gloria Johnson, Nanna Lee Reynolds, Elaine Rawlings and Rosalie Chipman.
“Ticket Sales Begin for Stable Dance”: Members of the campus ROTC will be honored at a
stable dance Friday, November 17, before they leave school at the end of the quarter. All
students are invited to the dance, which will be held in the university stables, for the price of $1
per couple.
“Epitaphs Reveal Bygone Days”: Epitaphs collected by women’s Dean, Myrtle Austin, paint a
picture of early life in New England. The epitaphs, which deal mostly with the living’s
connection with death, were most likely written by family members and include many errors.
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“Afterthoughts”: Changes to the homecoming ceremonies are proposed. They are: skit and
quartet finals to be extended from one night, to two, and that the general public be invited and
charged an admission price. Secondly, that organizations cannot revise their skits after the
preliminary showing. The reasoning for the changes is that if organizations entering skits and
quartets know they are preforming in front of a paid audience, they will offer a higher quality of
entertainment. And, organizations will be subject to preliminary judging so the overall quality of
the show increases. These changes, if accepted, will be put into effect for the U Day celebration
as well as homecoming festivities.
“Pomerance Says: Pom Reviews Events of Hectic Week”: A review of the weekend by
columnist states that the homecoming skits were a hit, especially that of the medical skit.
Columnist details the joys and pitfalls of the other performances by Sigma Chi, PiKaps, Betas
and Sigma Nu. Also comments on the Salt Lake Tribune’s efforts to scoop a story of from the
Utah Daily Chronicle, and the Chronicle’s efforts into making sure that didn’t happen by staying
up all night to make sure no one from the Tribune could “spy.” Columnist also comments on
Friday’s assembly and the efforts by Joe Bywater, who portrayed the “Spirit of the Utes.”
Columnist reviews the Ballet Russe and its production of Swan Lake.

“Letters: Nurses Declare They Are Part of University”: A letter to the editor written by Cadet
Nurses Miss Joyce Barrett and Miss Shirley Aamodt, voice the nursing department’s disdain at a
recent Chronicle article by Mary Jane Root. The article which claims that the tradition of the
rostrum has been damaged by the nurses, army and neighborhood kids, was hurtful to the nurses
as they feel they are a part of the university, just like anyone else. They pose the question to the
editor, “do you think such statements as listed above in our university newspaper will tend to
unite our student body as such traditions as the rostrum have done?”
“Donkey Defeats Deluded Sigs”: The Sigma Chis had much trouble getting a donkey, who was
part of their homecoming skit, to behave. The donkey bucked off one of the boys as they
attempted to ride it into town. It also refused to get into the back of their Plymouth coupe as they
attempted to use a rope to get into the back of the car. The donkey’s owner came and took it
away after the struggle.
“Epistles of Homer”: Author, Homer Buste, humorously writes of hard times at school. Missing
home and not doing well in class, as well as being told he has an inferiority complex by his
psychology professor and that his biology teacher thinks his emotional state is hereditary. He
details the Ballet Russe and the recent election of President Roosevelt. The football team tied in
a game against Denver, and Homer says one team member said they would’ve won if he carried
the ball more.
“Attempts to Install Noted Club Fails”: A recent visit to the Denver debate meet has university
debaters introduced to an organization called the International Club, which works for racial
equality, informing members on international questions and formulate plans for peace to
understand foreign cultures and develop tolerance towards them. The students urged for a club
like it to be instated at the university, but to no avail. But, there is an organization in Salt Lake,
which has the same mission as the International Club, known as Progressive Youth. The
Progressive Youth organization is supporting a lecture on Russia and her place in the post-war
era at the Unitarian Church, everyone interested is encouraged to come.
“Most Electioneers Win Praise for Fair Play”: All of the politicians who campaigned under
fair and policy-based campaigns are praised. They kept their focus on the issues affecting the
state, rather than the politics of personality. The university has also taken great interest in the
elections of the governor, senate and legislature as they are the entities which appropriate funds
to the school.
List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
1. Cartoon by Dave Reiser, titled, “Re-ride, five cents,” depicts soldiers in a troop transport
off to war with lots of explosions and action happening around them.
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“Four University Musicians Play in State Symphony”: Four university students, Roberta
Carlquist, Doris Dibble, Renee Ferguson and Emmet Wiggins, have been accepted to play in the
Utah State Symphony Orchestra, a very high honor for musicians. Carlquist, a violinist and
sophomore has played in the symphony for a year under conductor sir Thomas Beecham. Dibble,
junior, is a bass and fiddle player, and has played with the orchestra for year and a half.
Ferguson, junior, plays violin and is the newest addition to the orchestra. Wiggins, medical
student, plays violin and has played with the group for six months. Other notable artists listed are
Albert Coates, Igor Gorin, Hans Henoit and Robert Fischer.
“U Students March Through Dances, Open Houses, Programs of Festive Week”: University
students enjoyed an action- packed homecoming week including the crowning of homecoming
royalty by university president Cowles. Sorority and fraternity open houses included Pi Kappa,
Phi Delta, Phi Mu, Chi Omega, Tri Delta. The Denver-Utah game was a hit and the homecoming
dance was well attended. Students listed are as follows: Bette McTavish, Bonnie Service, Helen
Clayton, Peggy Lowe, Gloria Capson, Paul Droubay, Keith Williams, Ken Ericksen, Ruth Grice,
Nancy Woolsey, Billie Winter, Connie Rutledge, Alice Empey, Joan Branstetter, Mitt Smith,
Ralph Sims, Al Eccles, Betty Booth, Marian Lois Smith, Lorraine Stephens, Bev Flint, Barbara
Casto, June Thomas, Dean Bryan, Jean Baker, Joyce Snow, Ed Coray, Dona Mae Stewart,
Cynthia Cowan, Donna Radovich, Evelyn Pay, Dorothy Pittinger, Jim Poulton, Bob Hughes, Buz
Capener, Lowell Anderson, Harries Lloyd, Wes Burrows, Peggy Chatterton, Bill Beesley, Mary
Moreton, Lt. Dale Barton, Arline Brown, Dick Wetzel, Adra Anderson, Barbara Ericksen, Jim
Hewlett, David Kezarian, Janet Orencole, Mary Jackson, Jerry McCarthy, Mary McCarthy,
Shirley Stuart, Jack Callister and Marilyn Wood.
“Frats, Sororities Outline Events Set For Weekend”: Gamma Beta chapter of Beta Theta Pi
initiates Thomas D. Reese and Lyman Ballif. Dinner guests included Gordon Wirick, George
Hinckley and Truman Burton. The annual hard times party, the oldest frat tradition on campus,
has been set for November 18, with Bill Wood as chairman with Quent Kolb and Jack Birk as
assistants. Pi Kappa Alpha will hold a party on Friday night in honor of all fall quarter pledges
with Erwin Standing as social chairman. Tri Deltas will go to the LDS hospital to donate blood
this Frida for the war effort with La Rue Maw as war chairman. Phi Mu elects Helen Clayton as
president of the pledge class with Jeanne Thomas as vice president and Betty Delp as secretary.
Phi Mus will show a war film at one of their Monday night meetings, stressing the importance of
buying bonds. Kappas honor their province president Mrs. Goodie Campbell and Pan-Hellenic
members. Alpha Delta Pi pledges will be honored at dance party on Friday night arranged by
Shirley Herzog and Frances McLeod. Alpha Chi members Mary Jean Green, Helen Cassity,
Marjolet Hughes, Beverly Goss, Louise Cameron, Betsy Young and Laurel Fox plan a banquet
and slumber party for the new members.
List of Advertisements:
1. Summerhays Music Co. advertises used phonograph records, late hits and all name
bands.

a. 17 ½ W. 1st South.
2. Bryce Millinery advertises their large selection of hair accessories.
a. Tells girls about their flower and feather selection for their hair.
3. Salt Lake Blue Print & Supply Co. advertises their supply of engineering, architectural
and artist goods.
a. Located in the Judge Building.
4. Ecker’s Photographic Studio advertises their Christmas portrait service for, “your special
service man, mom or dad.”
a. Your Christmas Portrait example photo.
b. 13 East 1st South
5. Jerry Jones’ Rainbow Randevu advertises the arrival of Bernie Cummins and His
Orchestra which is now playing at the venue.
a. Illustration of Bernie Cummins
6. Wanted ad for student to maintain the apartment house just off of the campus, in return
for free boarding.
7. Penman Music Studios ad for musical instruction in accordion or piano.
a. Suite 219 Cont. Bank Bldg.
8. Sam Teitelbaum’s flower shop ad for floral gifts and unique corsages.
a. Illustration of flower delivery.
b. 17 East Broadway.
9. Speed Products advertisement for their desk “TOT” and vest pocket “TOT.”
a. Fast and efficient staplers for a low cost.
b. Illustration of Products.
th
10. 9 So.-9th E. Lunch ad for burgers and malts.
11. Pembroke’s ad for their large variety of Christmas cards.
a. 24 East Broadway
12. Ad for new movie, “Till We Meet Again,” starring Ray Milland, Barbary Britton, Walter
Slezak and Lucile Watson with companion film, “The Great Moment,” starring Joel
McCrea and Betty Fields.
a. Illustration of “Till We Meet Again.”
13. Armistice Day Dance ad for dance at the Union Ballroom on Saturday, Nov. 11.
a. $1 per couple.
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“Utah Redskins Travel to C. C. for Tiger Game”: University football team, the Utah
Redskins, will travel to Colorado Springs to take on the Tigers, who beat the Redskins last year,
but are missing key star players. The Redskins had a major comeback against Denver last week

which resulted in a scoreless tie. Some of the highlights of the game were the Redskin’s defense
and a fake punt that put them on the ten-yard line.
“Scribe Notes Ability of Women Skiers”: The university hosts quite a few talented skiers.
Listed among them are: Mary Louise Stehpenson, Gayle Vandehei, Kay Crowder, Mary
Richards and Shirley Stranquist. Stephenson is listed as winning third place in the Alta Cup,
third place in the Snow Cup, and first place in an Ogden meet. She starred alongside Vandehei in
a ski movie at Alta. A petition is being passed around to start a ski team at the school.
“Spartans, Tri Delts, Carlson Hall Lead WRA Tourney”: The Tri Delts are in the lead for the
sorority championship of the Volleyball tournament. Alpha Delta Pis are in second place.
Standings in the independent field show Carlson hall in the lead. Other teams listed are: spartans,
germlins, dizzy dames, galloping ghosts, down beaters and bungle bees.
“U-talks: Casaba Team Friend Arranges for Show”: University students criticize the authors
article from the November 2 edition where the author states that the D. U. team wins its games
from shady tactics. Last year at this time the Utes traveled to Colorado Springs for a game
against C. C. Tigers that resulted in a 64-0 loss. Colorado College will resume its basketball
program after a two-year hiatus.
List of Advertisements:
1. For Sale ad for young men’s clothing.
a. Overcoat $8, blue suit $10, sport coat $7.50, summer white coat $4.
2. Forest Dale Saratoga Chip Co. ad for their country club potato chips.
a. 47 Kensington Ave.
3. Leyson-Pearsall Co. ad for their jewelry services.
a. 236 Main St.
4. Coca-Cola Ad for keeping fridge stocked with Coca-Cola for military men home on
furlough.
a. Illustration of soldier drinking Coca-Cola at home with family.
5. Ad for the production of “The Skin of Our Teeth,” set for November 16, 17 and 18.
a. Tickets free for students, 90 cents for the public.
6. Salt Lake Stamp Company ad for Christmas Cards.
a. “Distinctive in price and appearance”
b. 43 West Broadway
7. Lost Ad for a black leather purse that contains valuable papers.
8. Deseret Book Company ad for their Linguaphone, which gives lessons in Spanish,
French, German, Portuguese and Italian.
a. 44 East South Temple St.
9. Ute Burger ad for good food
a. 208 University St.
10. Lost ad for girl’s brown wool sports coat.
11. Arrow Ties ad encouraging reader to buy Arrow Ties.
a. Illustration featuring man wearing tie, woman and jealous onlooker.
12. Vetter Meat Market ad for “finest quality of meat obtainable.”
a. 232 East 4th South

13. Spur Cola ad for their 5-cent cola with quality Canada Dry.
14. University Book Store ad for Christmas cards engraved with the university seal.
a. Many different styles with or without seal available.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None
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“Wilson Appoints Six to Fill Junior Prom Committee Posts”: Junior prom committee
chairman Joy Wilson announces six students to be appointed to the committee. Students are
listed as follows: Seniors Barbara Caine and Bette Pomerance, Sophomores Julie Cuthbert and
Quentin Kolb, Freshman Jackie Root and Ronnie Masters. Four juniors, Mary Beth Wheeler,
Lorna Gleave, Marjolet Hughes and Alice Empey were elected to the committee one month ago.
“Skin of Our Teeth Opens Run Tonight”: Thornton Wilder’s comedy, “Skin of Our Teeth,”
opens for a three day run, Thursday evening at Kingsbury Hall. The production has a cast of over
50 and is directed by Dr. C. Loweel Lees. Cast Listed: Wanda Clayton Thomas, Patricia Packard,
Jane Broadbent, Ken Egard, Pauline Hunt, Joseph Brywater, Omer Morris, Doug Snow, George
Lidke, Winfield Angleman, Marian Foster, Calvin Robbins, Alburn Shields, Fred Barker, Mabel
Christensen, Beverly Flandro, Frances Mazas, Jean Jones, Marilyn Tueller, DeVirl Stewart, Glen
Slight, Charles Lange, Nick Smith, Robert Jerrell, Glen Stevens and Bob Anderson.
“Art Unit Opens Fall Exhibit”: The university Art Guild will open its fall exhibition to the
public at a reception on Sunday in the ballroom of the Union building. Art featured includes all
mediums from students and faculty. The event is sponsored by Mary Rose Allen, chairman, and
committee members Dorothy Bearnson, Mariah Pyott and Elizabeth Hellyard. The dean, Mr. and
Mrs, E. E. Ericksen, Dr. and Mrs. Junius Hayes, Dean Myrtle Austin, Dr. and Mrs. George A.
Allen are all expected to attend.
“ASTP Men Wax Their Skis, Head For Snow at Alta”: The army has announced that it will
sponsor an all GI outing to Alta within the next few weeks. Those listed attending are: Joe
Arcomano, Palmer Lee, William Rogers, Sig Vollen and Russ Overacker, who are all
experienced skiers. The armistice day dance was a hit and students seen were Stanley Jencks,
Dick Brown, Lawrence Harris, Bob Stein, Henry Roden, Mel Paxton and Lawrence Jeppson. The
linotype has lifted letters from a few names listed in previous articles. They are Dave Bowen
who was listed as Dave Bowman, and Sam Westerman who was listed as Sam Westman. Albert
Leonard is listed as the man of the week.
“Condie Lists Members of Double Quartet”: Richard Condie of the music department has
listed the final choice for the university mixed double quartet. Singers chosen are: Bonnie

Anderson, Maurine Butterworth, Romania Grant, Pauline Wrathall, Albert Eccles, Blair Harding,
Richard Reiser and Preston Harris; accompanied by La Rue Barton and Arlene Barlow.
“Plans Drawn to Observe Students Day”: University of Utah will observe International
Students’ Day on Friday to honor Czech students and teachers of Prague who were massacred by
Nazis five years prior. The day will include a campaign for student contributions to the
International Youth Fund, led by war chairman Mary Beth Wheeler. Students are asked to donate
25-cents, and colleges making donations will receive names of European college students for
correspondence and exchange of ideas.
“U Maps Sixth Bond Drive: Japan Next Serves as Drive Motto”: The student war council has
completed plans for the Sixth War Loan drive and set the student quota to $10,000. Sorority girls
will be selling stamps and bonds in the Union Building. Moving Pictures to support the war will
be available form Dr. I. O. Horsfall. An appeal for the drive will be made by students and the
Thanksgiving game, and Dean John L. Ballif arranged for large posters to be shown. The final
event will be a special assembly where Montgomery’s Fort Douglas Band will play.
“Officials Release Annual Directory”: Executive secretary of the university announced the
release of the official directory of the university for 1944-45. Directory contains names,
addresses and telephone numbers of numerous students and faculty members. A new feature
added is the listed of all trainees enrolled in the Army Specialized Training courses with their
home towns and states.
“Football King, Queen Reign Over Dance”: Ten women have been chosen to compete for the
Queen of the Gridiron title by various campus organizaitons. The queen will be chosen by the
football team and one member from the team will be chosen as King of the Gridiron and will
escort the winner to the Thanksgiving Dance. Winner will be chosen at the Thanksgiving game
and candidates listed are: Joyce Beck, Lilias Broin, Barbara Caine, Barbara Carver, Helen Clark,
Lorna Gleave, June Lundgren, Barbara Perrine, Gayle Platt and Carol Springman.
“Board Selects Greaves as Econ Head”: Board of Regents selects various people to fill roles at
the university. Among those listed are: Dr. Ethelyn O. Greaves to head the home economics
department, replacing Dr. Rose H. Widstoe; Dr. Louis S. Goodman to head the department of
pharmacology and physiology; Dr. James Edward P. Toman appointed associate professor of
physiology; Frank A. Newquist and John W. Boss approved to become research engineers.
“Initiation Rites Color Banquet”: Spur activities during the 1943-44 years will be the theme of
the initiation banquet for 50 new spurs, to be held at the Hotel Utah. Students listed are as
follows: Pat Searle, president; Evalyn Darger, Chi Omega; LaRue Maw, Delta Delta Delta;
Donna Radovich, Delta Gamma. Dean Myrtle Austin, Mrs. M. J. Bronson and Jeanne Matheson,
national treasurer of Spurs will be honored guests.
“Upper Division Registration to Begin Monday”: Registrar, Joseh Norton, announced winter
quarter registration for all juniors, seniors and graduates registering in the schools of arts and
sciences, business, education, engineering, law, and social work to begin Monday, November 20

to Friday, November 24. Students are required to follow normal procedure and fees shall be due
December 11, 12 or 13 or a late fee will be assessed.
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“We’ll Take a Re-deal”: Commentary piece weighing in on the overabundance of “queens” and
“royalty” that are elected almost weekly at the school. Complaining that there are too many and
that it can be a very confusing affair. Titles listed are: Hello Week Queen, Homecoming Queen,
Saint Patricia, Sigma Chi Sweethart, Phi Delta Plain Jane, Kappa Sig Star, Pi Kap Dream Girl,
Miss Founder of 1850, Miss Victory, U-day queen, Spur of the moment, Miss Utonian and the
Most Typical Coed.
“Pomerance Says: Yeah, Life Sure is a Husk, Pom Bewails”: Author speaks her frustration of
being staffed on both the Utah Daily Chronicle and the Unique student magazine. She complains
of having to take sides and writes about how thin she is spread between the two jobs.
“Letters: Letter Writer Hits Required Course Idea”: Student, known as M. S. posits the idea
that the university should not require undergraduate classes and allow students to focus on two to
four subjects to study in depth. They argue that one-fourth of the classes they take will not be
utilized and are forgotten anyways.
“There Are Legs.. And Then Legs”: Author writes that legs have become commercialized and
are the determining factor in what makes the modern female attractive. They reminisce of their
grandmother’s time when their legs were covered in layers and layers of skirts and comment on
frat boys only being able to look at girls faces and not their legs.
“Epistles of Homer”: Author comments on the many happenings at the school. The fact that
there is a manure smell on campus as the school prepares the grounds for the spring. They
comment on the rawstrom, a rock that has caused a major debate on campus as to what color it
should be.
“Texans Protest Fascist Action in Education”: 5000 Texas students marched to the capitol to
protest recent actions taken by state politicians. It is the second time in history that Texas
students have done this kind of protest. Author comments on the fact that it is good to see the
fight that is happening overseas, fought with full vigor at home.

“Students Ask for Return of Friday Assembly”: Due to the war, many student activities have
had to be reduced or cancelled, like the Friday assembly. But, because the university will have
less fellows than it previously did, students are asking for Friday assembly to return.
List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
1. Cartoon by Ted Anderson titled, “I Can’t Believe You’re All Mine!” Humorous
Illustration of man and woman.
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“Utes Turn the Heat on in Weekend Social Events”: A recap of the weekend’s social events
attended by students in spite of a snow forecast for the weekend. The activities listed are dancing
at the Rainbow, a party at the Pi Kap house, a harvest moon ball at the Alpha Delta Pi mansion,
the armistice dance at the Union Ballroom, a social gathering at the Empire Room and an
evening at the Ft. Douglas Officers club. Students listed are as follows: Bobby Hughes, Donna
Brimley, Mary Adams, Cal Warren, Frank Wood Lennox Adamson, Ted Anderson, Lorraine
Musulas, John Schofield, Arlene Barlow, Ronnie Masters, Beverly Kirk, Dick Smith, Dorothy
Nelson, Elizabeth McLeod, Marshall Pack, Richard Brown, Peggy Lowe, Jim Smith, Betsy
Young, Joe Newton, George Veasey, Gloria Watkins, Bob MacArthur, Carol Elison, Bob
Groesbeck, Joyce Beck, Dorothy Sheats, Jay Wheeler, Shirley Herzog, Bob Johnson, Travis
Johnson, Blaine Clemmons, Paul Rosander, Teddy Anderson, Beverly Earle, Marvin Seiler,
Gene Hanson, Janice Jensen, Ronnie Richards, Peg Chase, Uppie Leonard, Pete Felt, Mimi
Moyle, Bill Richards, Renee Leigh, Romana Raile, Al Sanchez, Dick Andre, Midge Thomas, Hal
Harmon, Bob Bennett, Bill Hawkins, Ira Giles and Stan Cannon.
“Greek Societies Set Pace of Social Activities”: Tea will be given at the Kappa house on
Thursday afternoon in honor of Mrs. Goodie Campbell, province president, who has been
visiting. Tea arranged by Georgene Harris and Muriel Gibson. After Friday night’s initiation,
nine new girls are a part of Alpha Chi. They are: Travis Johnson, Alice Empey, June Lundgren,
Cherril Christensen, Jeanette Rainey, Carolyn Aylett, Joy Parker, Lauramae Nebeker and
Georgia Dee Godspeed. The article goes on to detail various other Greek Society activities for
the week.
“Betas Resemble Rag Pickers in Patched Apparel at Annual Hard Times Party”: The
annual hard times party hosted by the Betas will draw many students wearing their most patched
and worn clothes to the party. Article states any clothing goes as long as its patched and worn,
and an award will be given to the couple with the best costume. Students mentioned are as
follows: Frank Jones, Travis Johnson, Quentin Kolb, Dorothy Bernston, Lennox Adamson,

Frank Wood, Dave Hilton of Ohio State University, two soldiers from DePaul University and
Minnesota State, Bill Olsen, Bill Wood, Don Bradshaw, Jean Zumwait and Peachy Stewart.
“Men on Campus Slay Gals in Esquire Togs”: The men on campus get their fashion sense
from Esquire magazine, and apparently have great style. Some of the clothing listed are sport
coats, v-neck shirts, and plaid shirts. Students mentioned are as follows: Bobby Hughes, Gordon
Graves, Bud Gleave, Dick Arnold, Bud Palmer, Arnold Ferrin, Dick Isaacson, Leon Dean, Mel
Richard, Judy Coleman, Paul Sweet, Glenn Stevens and Reuel Bawden.
List of Advertisements:
1. Lost ad for a double-breasted black coat.
2. U. B. Coffee Shop ad for their U. B. hamburger special
3. Jerry Jones Rainbow Randevu ad for Tiny Hill and His Great Orchestra, opening
November, 20th for 2 weeks. Playing alongside Bernie Cummins and His Orchestra.
a. Illustration of Tiny Hill and His Great Orchestra.
4. Salt Lake Stamp Company ad for Christmas Cards.
a. “Distinctive in price and appearance”
b. 43 West Broadway
5. Leyson-Pearsall Co. ad for their jewelry services.
a. 236 Main St.
6. Ad for the showing of, “Skin of Our Teeth,” playing November 16, 17 and 18.
a. Illustration showing various acts of the play by Doug Snow.
7. Railway Express Agency ad asking readers to send their packages set for men overseas to
the Railway Express Agency before December 1st, as well as to wrap them carefully and
securely so that mail does not get backed up when headed to GIs.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None
Issue Date: November 16, 1944
Volume: 54
Number: 10
Page Number: 4
Articles:
“The Master Touch”: The NCAA is producing a film about the recently crowned national
champion Utes basketball team. The theme of the movie explores Utah’s love for basketball. The
filming will take place at the South High gym and is open to the public. The Utes football team is
being congratulated for a good season record of four wins, two losses and one tie, with a few
games left to play.
“Galloping Ghosts Vie with Spartans in Title Game”: The championship game for the
volleyball tournament will take place Wednesday between the Galloping Ghosts and the
Spartans. The two teams beat a myriad of others to get the spots. The sorority finals will also be
played during the week and competitive games are expected.

“Alta Adds 3 Tows as Season Opens”: Alta received four feet of snow over the weekend and
has permanently opened for the winter. The resort added major upgrades including two rope
tows, a new chairlift and a converted rock shelter into a full ski lodge. Many university students
were seen at the resort over the weekend, including: Mary Louise Stephenson, Guy Holmes, Jim
Smith, Sid Eliason, Johnny Owens, Cal Graham, Seth Taft and Les Blackner.
“Ute Eleven Prepares Happy Hunting Grounds for Utags”: Utah Utes prepare for their game
against the Utah Aggies for the Thanksgiving game. The game will be very competitive,
especially after the Utes’ upset of Colorado College the previous week, 21-6.
List of Advertisements:
1. The Burger Barns ad for their various food selections including burgers, sandwiches,
French chicken sandwiches, tamales, donuts and soft drinks.
2. Salt Lake Blue Print & Supply Co. advertises their supply of engineering, architectural
and artist goods.
a. Located in the Judge Building.
3. Overland Greyhound Lines ad warning riders of very busy routes and to conserve travel
during the wartime. Encourages readers to conserve for the war effort in a variety of
areas.
a. Illustration of Serviceman dancing with women and long lines around bus
4. Pembroke’s ad for their large variety of Christmas cards.
a. 24 East Broadway
5. University Book Store ad for the sale of the new student directory, which contains names
addresses, calendar and telephone numbers of student and faculty.
6. Parks ad for jewelry services.
a. 25 W. So. Temple
7. Ute Burger ad for good food
a. 208 University St.
8. Spur Cola ad for their 5-cent cola with quality Canada Dry.
9. Ad for the showing of, “Abroad with Two Yanks,” alongside “Dark Mountain”
a. Illustrations for the two comedies are shown.
10. Coca-Cola ad for the soda being as popular in the US as it is abroad, and is associated
with good times like dancing and music.
a. Illustration of people dancing enjoying Coca-Cola
Issue Date: November 22, 1944
Volume: 54
Number: 11
Page Number: 1
Articles:
“U Prepares to Issue Doctors Degrees”: The university will begin to issue degrees of doctor of
philosophy in various departments for the first time in school history. The degrees will be issued
by the Graduate council headed by Dr. Orin Tugman. Students wishing to become admitted into

the program will have to go through a rigorous application process that includes demonstrating
the ability to read literature in the field in which they are studying in both French and German.
“Glee Club to Appear at Assembly”: The University Men’s Glee Club will host its annual
program at the Kingsbury Hall on Friday. All classes will be excused for the special assembly
and a speech from Dean Cowles will come after the performances. Those listed to perform are
students John Schofield and Leone Lars, as well as the freshman piano orchestra and the upper
division piano ensemble.
“Present Private Snafu Bids Farewell to Utah Campus”: Walter DeFaria, who goes by the
alias Private Snafu, is retiring his column. He thanks the reader for supporting the column for
this long and says goodbye. The article also features a short highlight of the performance of,
“Skin of our Teeth,” as well as the farewell of a few other students, namely Joe Arcamano and
Rod Smith.
“Outnumbered Males Confess Their Gripes About Women”: Men on campus detail what
they “hate most about women” on campus. The article details that men do not like when
women’s lipstick gets on their collar, when women fuss about their hair and when they try and
dress like a man. Also states that women do not have the logical reasoning ability to comment on
politics and should stay out of it.
“Utonian Releases Names of Most Typical Coeds”: Ten women on campus were chosen as
“typical coeds” based on beauty, activities and scholarship by the Utonian. The girls chosen are
as follows: Elizabeth McCleod, Barbara Paulson, Donna Radovich, Carolyn Crowder and Betty
Booth. Only five women are listed.
“Noted Pianist to Perform”: Famous pianist, Andor Foldes of Hungary, will play at the Utah
State Symphony orchestra November 28 and 29. Other notable performances include LeRoy
Robertson, professor of music at BYU, world premiere of his composition, “Rhapsody for Piano
and Orchestra,” and Hans Heniot conducting the symphony orchestra in the performance of,
“Gypsy Baron,” by Johanne Strauss.
“ASUU Apportionments Show $1730 Increase Over Last Year’s Total”: Apportionment
board chair, Dr. A. Ladru Jensen announced a $1730.11 increase in allotments for the 1944-45
school year. The article lists the various departments that are getting extra money including the
theatre department and orchestra. There is $250 given to the newly created ski club and a full list
of all apportionments follows.
“Utes, AC Meet in Turkey Battle”: A major rivalry game will take place between the Utes and
Utah State Aggies on Thanksgiving in Salt Lake City. The Aggies are coming off a conference
loss to Denver and are the major underdogs in the matchup against the University of Utah. The
two teams did not play in the previous season and seats for the game are almost sold out. Burns
Crookston, the only veteran Aggie, is listed as a player to watch from the opposition.
“Utes Launch Bond Drive”: The sixth bond drive on campus began on Monday and will
continue throughout the week. A 25-cent stamp will pay admission to the war bond assembly
that will be held on Tuesday, with all classes excused for the event. George Montgomery’s Fort

Douglas band will play and separate contests are being held among all honorary societies to see
who can raise the most money. The event is headed by Mary Beth Wheeler, war bonds chairman;
Betty Folland, campus war chairman, and Dr. Dilworth Walker, faculty advisor.
“Rabinoff Appears on Campus for Special Program”: Seats are on sale for the performance
of world-famous violinist Benno Rabinoff who will perform at Kingsbury hall on December 12.
Rabinoff is noted as giving performances all over the globe and had studied under Leopold Auer,
teacher of Elman, Heifetz and Zimbalist. Student seats are on sale for 60-cents and public seats
on sale for $1-1.50.
“Team Picks Queen Lorna for Gridiron Royalty”: The football team has selected Lorna
Gleave as the Gridiron Queen, among a list of 10 candidates. The queen will be escorted to the
football dance in the Union Building by the Gridiron King who will be announced at the
Thanksgiving game. Lorna Gleave is noted as a member of Apmin, WRA and Speech Arts.
“Anne Brown, Noted Soprano, Comes to Kingsbury Hall”: Anne Brown, famed soprano from
concerts, stage and screen, will perform at Kingsbury Hall on December 14th for the Master
Minds and Artists program. Brown, who was introduced just two years prior, has become
extremely famous and is set to appear in various Broadway productions and the upcoming film
of the life of George Gershwin.
Issue Date: November 22, 1944
Volume: 54
Number: 11
Page Number: 2
Articles:
“Calling Dr. Callister”: Article gives credit to the first dean of the university’s recently
developed medical school, Dean A. Cyril Callister. Callister accepted the position and took a pay
cut after denying the offer at first. Callister is praised for his willingness to spend his own money
to help with the establishment of the four-year medical school, as well as putting it on the map as
a top tier national medical school.
“Pomerance Says: Pom Endangers Life Naming Characters at U”: Column describes various
characters at the university because the quarter is ending. Among those listed are: George Veasy,
Dick Wetzel, Dick Nelson and Joe Newton, all medical students who eat lunch at the Chronicle’s
office daily; Duffy Jackson, Chronicle photographer; Dougie Haynes, Chronicle’s distribution
manager; Buddy Cairo, listed as the funniest kid on campus; Stephen Michael Bogden, an ex-war
hero who is a writer on campus; Mary Milner, listed as a fifth year sophomore who knows
everything about Greek life on campus; Dapper Sam; Mary Rose Allen, an artist writer and
musician; Bob Groesbeck, Beta president; Bea Wright, editor of the Untoian; Bob Daynes,
photographer.
“Letters: Writer Decries Present Educational System”: A letter to the editor about the pitfalls
of the educational system. Students do not feel prepared for the job they are seeking after

graduation. Rather, they feel they have the background knowledge for the job, but get the actual
necessary experience when actually working. They express their disdain for many unnecessary
classes and knowledge that does not help them whatsoever. As an educator, the author feels it
unthinkable to teach people in this method.
“It’s OK for N.Y. .. I Question It”: The well-advertised production of “Skin of Our Teeth,”
was not as impressive as it could have been according to the author. The play is known to take
time to grow on the audience and the author comments that it is too bad they play didn’t have
more time at the university, as they probably would’ve liked it if seen again. Author also
mentions Cordova’s Rancho Grande as the best food around the university.
“Epistles of Homer”: Author humorously writes about preparation for the Thanksgiving break.
They mention having to write a theme for their English class and not feeling much to be thankful
for other than the upcoming vacation and not having to write more themes. Author also
comments on the production of “Skin of Our Teeth,” and relates characters in the play to people
on campus.
“Utes Who Keep Going Should Get Credit”: Article honors the many people at the university
who lack the publicity or coverage that others receive, but are still major factors in making the
school function on a daily basis. Those listed are: students Emily Barlow, in charge of the
keeping the literary society alive and thriving, Ted Anderson, who is listed as a major asset for
the school because of his intellect, Jackie McIntyre, a radio host who keeps the war effort alive at
the school, Bob Jerrell, a freshman who is pushing the boundaries of his fields of study. The
article also names a faculty member who often goes unnoticed at the school. Professor Norman
Brittin, who is the editor of a national poetry magazine called “Experiment.”
“Soldiers Observe Holiday as Do Families at Home”: Many soldiers will not be able to
celebrate Thanksgiving with their families this year, as many are stationed overseas, but there is
still much to be thankful for. Soldiers will be celebrating from the front lines, from the sea and
from fox holes. A first-hand account from a soldier is listed. They list what they are grateful for,
even while fighting.
List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
1. Political Cartoon by Ted Anderson. Humorous approach to what the soldier’s
Thanksgiving is like overseas.
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Articles:

“Coeds Pass Up Home Economic Classes Dean of Women’s Survey Discloses”: A recent
survey conducted by women’s dean, Myrtle Austin, found that more women at the university are
becoming less interested in home studies, and more interested in the subjects regarding
citizenship and cooperative learning. The dean is discouraged that young women are not taking
the proper steps to become an “intelligent homemaker.” The classes that have seen the biggest
drop are child development, food preparation and family relationships. Dean Austin is
considering making some family studies classes obligatory for women at the university.
“College Daze.. Take a Trip With Me”: Article gives a recap of Greek life on campus and the
various activities they are engaged in. A serenade at the Chi Omega house, more romance and
serenading at the Sig house, the Tri Delts are hosting a social, while the Pi Phis are engaging in
patriotism to support the war effort.
“New University Red Cross Unit Makes U Target for Tonight”: The newly founded
university college unit of the American Red cross is spending time on campus in hopes to get
every patriotic student involved in the war effort. The organization is encouraging students to
volunteer for different service activities like helping and spending time with the sick and injured
at the Fort Douglas and Kearns hospitals, writing skits to help garner support for the war effort,
and knitting sweaters for soldiers. The committee includes Mary Wright, chairman; Shirley
Stuart and Sally Ralph, co-chairs; Alice Thompson, Norma Stratton, Elizabeth Lister, Peggy
Keller, Dorothy Bernston and Mary Janis Van Cott.
“U Coeds Flaunt Festive Garb at Grid Game”: A preview of some of the fashion styles that
will be seen at the Thanksgiving football game. Students will be wearing a wide variety of the
best and most popular fashion styles of the time. Students listed are as follows: Jeanne Matheson,
Marilyn Hampson, Lt. Ray Alvey, Marge Clark, Bob Wood, Barbara Jacobs, Shirley Olsen, Murl
Mackie, LaNore Dorton, Bonnie Anderson, Mary Lou Merrill, Mary Moreton, Helen Keeley and
Grant Pugh.
List of Advertisements:
1. Sam Teitelbaum’s flower shop ad for floral gifts and unique corsages.
a. Illustration of woman with flowers.
b. 17 East Broadway.
2. Jerry Jones Rainbow Randevu ad for Tiny Hill and His Great Orchestra, opening
November, 20th for 2 weeks. Playing alongside Bernie Cummins and His Orchestra.
a. Illustration of Tiny Hill and His Great Orchestra.
3. Union Building Coffee Shop ad for Thanksgiving dinner at the coffee shop.
4. Fred Schmidt ad for his barbering services offered in the U Barber Shop inside the Union
Building.
5. L.D.S. Business College ad for their business education program. Advertised as an
outstanding business school.
a. 70 North Main
6. Glades Chocolates ad for their box of holiday chocolates.
a. Illustration of the box of chocolates.
7. Beau Brummel Café ad for their Thanksgiving dinner as well as their good food and
friendly waitresses.

a. 131 South Main
8. Colonial Flower House ad for their flower services.
a. Say it with flowers.
b. 870 East Ninth South
9. Advertisement for the upcoming Thanksgiving dance on November 23 at the Union
Ballroom.
a. $1 per couple.
b. Del Bush and his orchestra are set to play.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None
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“WRA Gives Sweaters to Outstanding Members”: The Women’s Recreation Association held
their annual initiation tea ceremony on Tuesday, as they awarded several students with accolades
form the organization. The white sweater award, which is given to a student who has participated
for eight quarters, was given to Eleanor Willie. The WRA medal, given to students who have
participated in the organization for at least six months was given to La Rue Maw, Beth
McCullough and Joan Lloyd. Certificates, given to teams that won first place positions in the two
tournaments that took place, were awarded to the Spartans and the Galloping Ghosts.
“Skiers get Funds for Organization”: The university has approved the first ever ski team at the
university and has allotted a $250 fund to get the organization off the ground. The team will be
coached by Ike Armstrong, and plan to make out of state trips for competition. A snow carnival
will be held in early January to help chose to team members. Students listed who are thought to
try for a spot are: Laury Mauss, Seth Taft, Sid Eliason, Les Blackner, Guy Holmes, Bob
Groesback, Harries Lloyd and Mac Maeser. On the female side, Mary Louise Stephenson,
Shirley Stranquist, Mary Richards, Kay Crowder and Gayle Vandehei.
“Chronicle Selects Most Valuable Player”: Laurey Mauss, center for the Utes football team,
was selected by the Chronicle as the team’s most valuable player. Mauss was chosen on the basis
of experience, defensive and offensive play and popularity among other players. Laury is a junior
and is often the captain of the team. A full list of first and second-string all-conference teams is
listed.
“Sports in Shorts”: A short highlight of all that is happening in sports on the campus. The
filming of the men’s basketball team continues at the Granite high school gymnasium, the
football team head to New York City, and the casaba team will perform against Montana State.
The basketball team heads to New York City on December 5th, and the seats for the barn
storming games are all sold out.

List of Advertisements:
1. Deseret Book Company ad for their Linguaphone, which gives lessons in Spanish,
French, German, Portuguese and Italian.
a. 44 East South Temple St.
2. Paramount Pictures ad for the showing of “And Now Tomorrow,” starring Alan Ladd and
Loretta Young.
a. Illustration showing Ladd and Young, and a few snippets from the film.
3. Salt Lake Stamp Company ad for Christmas Cards.
a. “Distinctive in price and appearance”
b. 43 West Broadway
4. College Inn ad for their breakfast, lunch and dinner services. Thick malts are advertised
as their specialty.
5. Salt Lake Blue Print & Supply Co. advertises their supply of engineering, architectural
and artist goods.
a. Located in the Judge Building.
6. Sears, Roebuck and Co. ad for their services.
a. Make Sears your one-stop shopping store
b. Advertising their payment plan
c. Main and Broadway.
7. Mrs. Tanner’s Boarding House ad for their dinner services.
8. Ernest Lambourne ad for their floral services.
a. Thanksgiving flowers and corsages
b. 67 South Main.
9. Stadium Gardens ad for their floral services.
a. Corsages and cut flowers, Thanksgiving corsages.
b. 1320 East 5th South.
10. Leyson-Pearsall Co. ad for their jewelry services.
a. 236 Main St.
11. Coca-Cola ad encouraging readers to buy bonds for the war effort.
a. Illustration of Coca-Cola boy and war bond.
12. Ute Burger ad for good food
a. 208 University St.
13. Arrow Ties ad encouraging reader to buy Arrow Ties.
a. Illustration featuring man wearing tie, woman and jealous onlooker.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None
Issue Date: December 21, 1944
Volume: 54
Number: 12
Page Number: 1
Articles:

“Campus Veterans Recall Past Christmases in Service”: Various returned servicemen, that
are now university students, recount what Christmas was like when spent overseas. Theron
Moffett, member of Rho Sigma Mu the returned serviceman’s frat on campus, recalls being of
the coast of Bermuda in the U.S.S Savannah, and having a traditional Christmas dinner on board.
Al Stringer recalls spending the holiday off the coast of Alaska, after being called to duty
following the bombing of Pearl Harbor. He is thankful that they were able to have a Christmas
tree on the ship. Unfortunately for Bill Rytting, who remembers being diagnosed with spinal
meningitis as he headed home for the holidays. And Bob Carr, recalls spending Christmas in
French North Africa on the battlefield. Carr remembers the powerful moment when soldiers
stopped fighting to kneel and pray.
“AWS Sponsors Tea for Freshmen, Transfers, Nurses”: Janet Woodruff invites all freshman
girls, cadet nurses and women transfers to join her and Dean Myrtle Austin for an AWS tea party
in the Union building on Thursday December 21st.
“Elman Appears With State Symphony at U”: World famous violinist Mischa Elman will
play alongside the Utah State Symphony orchestra at Kingsbury Hall January 3rd and 4th. It will
be the symphony’s first concert in 1945, with Hans Haniot conducting. Elman is a worldrenowned violinist and was said to be “without a rival today,” by the New York Times.
“Radio Guild Begins Year’s Activities”: The Radio Guild, a new organization on campus
aimed at preparing students for a career in broadcasting, is just getting started. The group, which
is sponsored by Mrs. Louise Hill Howe, will provide students with lessons in script writing,
acting and producing. The officers for the year are: Dorothy Wilcox, president; Norma Schmutz,
vice president; Virginia McGrew, secretary; Marian Davis, treasurer, and Maxine Bailey,
Publicity chairman. Other members include: Emma Lou Warner, Dan Keeler, Deone Robinson,
Keith Clark, Hope Horsfall, Joseph Brywater, Patricia Packard, Jerry Jenkins and Jackie
MacIntyre.
“Yuletide Spirit Settles Over Redskin Campus”: Christmas week chairman, Lois Nelson, has
planned a wide range of activities for the week leading up to Christmas at the university. There
will be decorations across the whole campus, carols will be broadcasted over the PA system
between classes, a soldier dance is planned, as well as a Friday assembly to wrap the week up.
The Christmas week committee includes Marilyn Wood, LaRue Maw, Donna Rae Hatch, Mary
Jean Green, Peggy Lowe, Marian Darger and Ann Lehner.
List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
1. Illustration of an angel and the three wise men, with the words, “fear not,” by Ted
Anderson.
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Articles:
“Christmas is Just Memories”: A column by Deone Robinson detailing her time shared with
her brother and sister for the Holidays. Robinson reminisces on their life in Karnak, before
moving to Utah, and the memories they all shared together. Robinson also discusses her family’s
Christmas traditions in the spirit of the holidays.
“Field House Plays Host to ACER, ERC Residents”: The Fieldhouse has been vacant for a
week and has had some major changes to the living quarters within it. The premed students of
the last term have all departed the university and a new group of 45 ACERs from Bozeman,
Montana have arrived and are filling up the Fieldhouse. The man of the week is Roger Newton,
one of the 45 to arrive from Bozeman.
List of Advertisements:
1. KYDL NBC Affiliate ad for their coverage of the parade of stars.
2. Deseret Book Company ad for their Linguaphone, which gives lessons in Spanish,
French, German, Portuguese and Italian.
a. 44 East South Temple St.
3. Leyson-Pearsall Co. ad for their jewelry services.
a. 236 Main St.
4. Salt Lake Blue Print & Supply Co. advertises their supply of engineering, architectural
and artist goods.
a. Located in the Judge Building
5. University Book Store ad for their stationery embossed with the university seal.
a. Encourages reader to do your correspondence through the book store.
b. 29-cents per package of 15 sheets of paper and 12 envelopes.
6. Business Men’s Assurance Co. ad for their medical insurance services.
a. $5 a day room service; $10 for operating room; $10 for anesthetic; $5 lab fee; $15
x-ray services; $5 ambulance rides. Accepted at any hospital, anywhere.
7. Bell Telephone System ad for their special ribbon frame camera which was developed for
the military to photograph flying projectiles like rockets and bullets.
a. Examples of the photos the camera takes, showing stills from a P-47 airplane
firing a rocket.
List of Cartoons and Art:
1. “Christmas is Just Memories,” illustration of two sisters greeting their brother for the
holidays, by Ted Anderson.
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“Christmas Gifts Annually Present Great Problem; Follow These Buying Hints to Save
Time, Money”: A list of three thinks to look out for when buying gifts for the holidays. Author
says to test everything you put your fingers on, and if it falls into one of these three groups, do
not buy: 1. Take things off of your list that are the hot items for the season, as they will most
likely be out of stock. 2. Don’t buy anything that you do not have at least some personal
knowledge about to avoid getting scammed. 3. Don’t give gifts that people will end up not using
as soon as Christmas is over.
“Yuletide Dress Waxes Poetic”: A clever poem that is interlaced with what students are
wearing on campus for the holidays. Students mentioned are as follows: Norma Stratton, Jean
DeGarmo, Pat Earl, Jean Bennion, Elaine Rawlings and Ann Smith. Good information regarding
the fashion of the period.
“Bond Drawing Features New Year’s Dance”: Chairman of the dance committee, Janice
McCune, has planned a special war bond drive New Year’s Eve gala. The dance will feature the
music of Verdi Breinholt, and a drawing for a $100, $50 and $25 bond will be held just after
midnight. Tickets available at the Union building.
“Christmas Holiday Turns Ute Eyes to Formals, Sports, Absent Boy Friends”: Article
details what various students will be doing over the holidays. Some, like Enid Nelson, Luella
Cummings, and Connie Rutledge, will be spending the holidays with their servicemen back from
duty. Others, like Leone Larsen, Rose Parkin, Verna Greaves, Arda Anderson and Betty
MacTavish, are traveling out of the state to visit their friends and family. Betsy Moore and Sid
Eliason plan on spending their holidays skiing at Alta. Other students mentioned are: Betty
Spencer, June Straw, Barbara Schenk, Betty Booth, Norma Rae Lees, Beverly Flint, Ruthe
Fischer and Jackie Root.
“Former U Editor Retains Home Econ Interests”: The first female editor of the Chronicle,
Margaret (Midge) Thomas, is famous around campus. As a freshman, she became the freshman
editor of the Chronicle as well as a campus correspondent for the Deseret News. She was elected
Homecoming queen, as well as the president of her sorority. Her interests outside of academics
are cooking and modeling.
List of Advertisements:
1. Penman Music Studios ad for musical instruction in accordion or piano.
a. Suite 219 Cont. Bank Bldg.
2. Coca-Cola ad stating that Coke goes hand in hand with the holidays and good times like
dancing.
3. Thompson’s Indian Trading Post ad.
a. 23 So. West Temple
4. Beesley Music Company ad for sheet music, records and musical supplies.
a. 70 South Main.
5. New Year’s Eve dance ad for students. Located in the Union Ballroom, with music form
Verdi Breinhold and orchestra. Tickets are $3.50 per couple.

List of Cartoons and Art:
1. “Holiday Moods,” photo of Barbara Jacobs, Katherine Rolph and Mary Chase. Artist
unknown.
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“On the Inside of My Mind”: A column in which the author reflects on the true meaning of
Christmas beyond the superficial aspects of the holiday. The author asks why people are so cruel
throughout the year, but then so nice for Christmas. Ends with a quote from scripture that says,
“fear not.”
“Pomerance Says: Pom Writes This Year’s Letter to Santa Claus”: A satirical piece that is
stylized as a letter to Santa Claus. Author asks Santa for various gifts like a theme for the junior
prom to help the committee, a decision-making book for the undecisive Midge Thomas, and to
give the multitalented artist Doug Snow the ability to draw with his feet, among other things.
“Letters: Freshman Orientation Prove Nerve-Shattering”: Author only known as B. B.
complains that the freshman class is too loud and gossipy. B. B. states that they are only able to
hear one out of every ten words from the speaker, but can hear details of everyone’s dates, exams
and gossip.
“Greeks Whisper in Santa’s Ear”: A list of what the different sorority’s want for Christmas.
The Tri Delts want a stocking full of men like Tony Martin, the Alpha Chis want stained glass
windows, the Pi Phis want more intramural trophies, the Chi Omegas want ash trays for the
basement, the AD Pis want another air base, the DGs want Phi Delta pins and the Kappas want
more Pi Kaps.
“Columnist Tells Legend of First Christmas Tree”: Author writes about the nature of the
Christmas tree tradition. They speak of one legend handed down by a Sicilian monastery that
speaks of the nativity scene. According to the legend, all the trees came to witness Jesus’ birth,
including a small spruce. They also mention the work of Hertha Pauli, a researcher who was
trying to discover the start of the tradition in the US. Pauli states that it all began in 1847 in the
house of Frederick Imgard.
“G.B., Greek Crisis Lies in Lack of Cooperation”: Details the skirmish taking place between
the Greeks and Great Britain over the appointment over a foreign minister. The British fired
upon the Greeks for not obeying orders. The US complicates things by saying that liberated
territories should develop their own government without influence from outsiders, directly
contradicting its ally’s actions. Author states that the major issue in the war is the lack of
cooperation and a consistent message from the “Big Three.”

List of Advertisements:
None
List of Cartoons and Art:
1. Illustration by Ted Anderson titled, “It’s an old American custom that you get what you
want for Christmas,” shows a soldier returning home to lover.
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Articles:
“Fighting Former Students Protest Recent Removal of Ute Rostrum”: Former university
students, who are currently servicemen stationed across the country or abroad, write letters
protesting the removal of the Ute rostrum. One soldier compares it to moving the Park Building,
or the library, an act that would shock anyone. Another writes that moving the rostrum shows a
lack of school spirit and should not be done.
“233 Students Win Scholarship Honors for Autumn Quarter”: Students in law and medicine
who had averages of 2.5 or better receive the autumn quarter scholarship. All 233 students are
listed.
“Professors Write Book, Study Forest Rangers”: Dr. Walter P. Cottam, professor of botany,
has been working on a book for two years about the trends of vegetational development of ranges
in the intermountain area. The project is called the photoplot survey. Professor Bronson F.
Stringham, of the geology department, completed his preparation for a bibliography of the
geology and mineral resources in Utah.
List of Advertisements:
1. Sam Teitelbaum’s flower shop ad for floral gifts and unique corsages.
a. Illustration of woman with flowers.
b. 17 East Broadway.
2. Schubach Jewlers ad wishing everyone on campus a Merry Christmas and happy New
Year.
a. Famous for diamonds.
3. The Burger Barns ad for their various food selections including burgers, sandwiches,
French chicken sandwiches, tamales, donuts and soft drinks.
4. Union Building Coffee Shop ad for their hamburger special.
5. Lindsay’s ad for their chocolates and ice cream
a. 780 South 5th East.
6. Jerry Jones Rainbow Randevu ad for Charlie Barnet and his famous orchestra. One night
only, December 27.
a. Photo of Charlie Barnet.
7. Mrs. Tanner’s Boarding House ad for their dinner services.

8. Morgan Shoe Shop season’s greetings ad.
a. 1332 East 2nd South.
9. Aero Flying Club ad for flying lessons and club membership.
a. Members save $5 per hour of flying time.
10. Hibbs ad for shoes for college men.
a. 228 South Main.
11. The Pit Café ad for their barbecued spare ribs, ham, pork and beef.
a. 24 West 1st South.
12. Parks Jewelry ad.
a. 25 West So. Temple.
13. Vico ad for keeping your car in proper shape for the winter.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None
“Who’s Who on Campus” Portrait by Murray AllenVolume: 54
Number: 12
Page Number: 6
Articles:
“Casaba Squad Adds Two Feathers to Bonnet; Gets Scalped Twice”: A recap of the Utes
basketball team recent trip to the Northeast. They won one game against St. Joseph’s College 6540; lost a game to rival St. John’s college 39-36 at Madison Square Garden; and lost their final
matchup on the away tour against Ohio State 65-36. The Utes were favored in all their matchups
to win.
“Winter Intramural Begins Tourney”: The winter intramurals kicked off last Tuesday with
basketball being the clear favorite. Other sports offered are: swimming, ping-pong, boxing and
bowling. Last quarter, the Sigma Chi team won the championship in basketball with the Pi Kaps
coming in a close second.
“Unauthorized Club Seeks Revival of Carnivals”: A not-yet-authorized ski club seeks the
permission to hold a ski carnival on February 2 and 3 that will consist of a variety of
competitions and races. The university ski team will have its first competition in history at the
Snow Cup race at Alta. Four-man and Four-woman teams will represent the university. Ski
classes are being taught for the first time in school history by Ike Armstrong.
“WRA Basketball Play Follows Holidays”: The WRA set the schedule for winter quarter at
their meeting on Monday. Senior Orchesis tryouts to be held January 3 and 4, practice for
basketball begins January 2 with the tournament beginning January 8. Sorority play begins on
January 11.
“Debate Arises For, Against ’44 Squad”: Article details the university basketball team, who
are the reigning national champions. There is a lot of returning talent like Lee Hamblin, Dave

Howard, Arnold Ferrin, F. Sheffield, B. and F. Lewis, H. Wilkenson and D. Smuin. The Ute’s
conference looks very strong this year.
List of Advertisements:
1. U Pharmacy ad wishing a Merry Christmas.
a. 201 South 13th East.
2. Arrow ad for their white collared shirts.
a. Illustration of man with plaid suit and white Arrow shirt looking happy.
3. Colonial Flower House ad for their flower services.
a. Say it with flowers.
b. 870 East Ninth South.
4. College Service ad.
a. 176 So. 13th East.
b. R. D. (Ed.) Mann, Proprieter.
5. O. C. Tanner Jewelry ad for their reasonable prices and fraternity rings.
a. 170 South Main.
6. Ute Burger ad for good food
a. 208 University St.
7. Spur Cola ad for their 5-cent cola with quality Canada Dry.
8. National Pants Shop ad for their wide variety of the newest designs.
a. 72 East Second South.
9. Beau Brummel Café ad wishing Merry Christmas to all, and to customers and friends
overseas.
10. Union Building Barber Shop ad wishing all Merry Christmas and happy New Year.
11. Overland Greyhound advertising that millions of soldiers will return home on Greyhound
busses, just as they left.
a. Illustration of mom and son lighting Christmas candle.
List of Cartoons and Art:
None

